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House P~ Surface 
Mining Restrictions 
Supported by AIA 
Archibald C. Rogers, F AIA, president of 
the Institute, has written to members of 
the House of Representatives urging sup
port of the Surface Mining Control and 
Reclamation Act of 1974 (H.R. 11500). 
The bill , he comments, "carefully balance~ 
environmental concerns and national 
energy requirements and realistically 
addresses the overriding economic and 
ecological,problems inherent in surface 
mining operations." 

Late last year, the AIA board of direc
tors approved and adopted a surface 
mining policy statement that calls for 
"full reclamation of all mined lands and 
protection of the nation's water resources" 
as a matter of national policy. The state
ment asks for adequate funds to be ap
propriated by the federal government "to 
aid the states in the rehabilitation of 
'orphan' lands that have been strip mined 
and abandoned and now lack owners who 
will take reclamation responsibility." 
Rogers says that Title III of H.R. 11500 
"is consistent with this policy." He also 
urges the recognition that "certain areas 
have irreplaceable historic , environmental 
or scenic value" and should not be strip 
mined . The AIA supports section 205 of 
the bill which defines the process of desig
nating areas as unsuitable for surface coal 
mining. 

The statement issued by the AJA is ad
dressed to the strip mining of coal because 
of the vast areas involved. It declares that 
the strip mining and dredging of other 
materials also have serious environmental 
consequences , but such problems are re
gional in character and more information 
is needed regarding local conditions "be
fo re policies can be adopted." 

The AJA urges the consideration of 
water resources and the effect of all sur
face mining on regional requirements for 
water supply. To protect the water rights 
of landowners and the quality and quan
tity of water during and after mining oper
ations, the following specific procedures 
are urged: avoid acid mine drainage by 
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preventing or retaining such qrainage to 
acceptable standards of acidity; conduct 
mining operations to minimize water run 
off; seal shafts , drill holes and wells to 
prevent acid drainage; avoid the removal , 
interruption or destruction of the flow of 
surface waters except as part of an ap
proved plan; restore recharge capacity of 
the aquifer at the mine site. 

The AJA recommends that its members 
"become involved in the planning and 
analysis of surface mining as it relates to 
land use and the environment, and that 
architects serve on national, state and 
regional surface mining advisory commit
tees. " It also asks that architects, land
scape architects and planners be included 
in proposed federal offices of surface 
mining reclamation and enforcement. 

In July, the House of Representatives 
by a vote of 106 to 267 refused to send 
the bill back to committee. Recommittal 
motion supporters, who wanted to clear 
the way for a weaker substitute bill that 
was favored by the coal industry, argued 
that the House bill would cause a serious 
reduction in coal production and an in
crease in the price of coal. Opponents of 
the motion said that the stronger bill was 
required to prevent strip mining abuses . 
The House then passed the bill by a vote 
of 291 to 81. 

Registration Boards 
Urged to Strengthen 
Their Policing Role 
"Halting and insignificant" are the efforts 
by state registration boards to insure that 
the registered architect is practicing the 
"high standards expected of him," said 
attorney Carl M. Sapers in an address 
titled "Policing the Profession" at the re
cent annual meeting of the National 
Council of Architectural Registration 
Boards in Dallas. 

Sapers said that four things have hap
pened within recent years to make the 
question of policing of the profession by 
state boards more timely than ever before 
the Justice Department consent decree, 
the pressure of consumerism, changes in 
the construction process and the recent 
revelations of corrupt practices by pro
fessionals. 

Regarding the first , Sapers said : "In 
May 1972, the AJA entered a consent 
decree restraining the AIA from main
taining an ethical standard prohibiting 
price competition among architects. That 
famous or infamous event, depending 
upon your view, was followed not many 
months later by Justice Department anti
trust division investigations of profes
sional minimum fee standards, and these 
were soon after declared to be violative 
of antitrust laws. The pressure from the 
antitrust division of the Justice Depart
ment had two profound effects." 

The first was a limiting of AIA's ac
tivities in "disciplining members for 
unethical practice," in part because 
"many of the ethical standards of the Ali 
enforced a decade ago could be con
sidered by some overzealous lawyer in 
the antitrust division to have as their 
purpose discouraging economic competi
tion. A decade ago, for example, the 
AIA standards of professional practice 
forbade the architect from guaranteeing 
the final construction cost to the owner, 
entering into competitive bidding on the 
basis of price, engaging a commission 
agent to solicit work in his behalf, and 
soliciting advertisements or other suppor 

continued on page 



When fires occur in hospitals, nursing homes, extended 
care and day care centers, the vital life-safety factor is 
time. Pyr-A-Larm early warning fire detection systems 
can sound the alarm at a stage early enough to allow 
safe, orderly evacuation. 

Pyr-A-Larm is the most versatile early-warn
ing system ever designed. In fact it is capable of 
detecting a fire BEFORE there is any visible smoke, 
flame or noticeable heat. The system sounds the 
alarm, can activate the automatic extinguishing 
systems, close smoke doors and dampers, and alert 
the fire department-all at the same time. 

Multi-zone systems, perfect for large facilities, 
pinpoint the location of a fire in seconds. Single and 
two zone systems are ideal for day care centers and 
remote buildings. 

For your Fire Detection Application Guide 
for health care facilities write or call (collect) 
Bill Columbus, Pyrotronics, 8 Ridgedale Avenue, 
Cedar Knolls, New Jersey 07927 (201) 267-1300 
It's free. 



DAP® Sealants: performance to match fo 
DAP Architectural Sealants can be depended on to 

deliver maximum flexibility and adhesion. For joints 
that involve severe expansion and contraction, 
DAP Flexiseal® Polysulfide Polymer Sealants are 
recommended. They deliver 20 year service 
without loss of sealant integrity. Both one
part and two-part Flexiseal systems carry the 
Thiokol* Seal of Security. · rrademark of the Th ioko l Corporat ion 

Circle 5 on information card 

Specify DAP one-part Acrylic Terpolymer Sealant fo 
hard-to-reach joints. It adheres tenaciously, even where 
surface preparation is not all it should be. DAP one-part 
Acrylic Sealant reseals itself, resists weather and 
temperature extremes. 

For a catalog on the full line of DAP architectural 
sealants, write DAP Inc., General Offices: Dayton, Ohic 
45401, Subsidiary of ~Ync. 



d function. 
DESIGN CONCEPT: This multi -level shopping mall 
features a ski lodge atmosphere with space 
arranged in boutique areas for informal shopping. 
An abundance of glass provides natural lighting 
to complement extensive use of natural materials. 

INNOVATION IN DESIGN. One of a series created for 
OAP Architectural Sealants. Design and rendering 
by Richard P. Howard Associates, Architectural 
Illustrators, Sylvania, Ohio. Harold R. Roe, A.I.A. 

IJJ\I~ 
ARCHITECTURAL 
SEALANTS 
Also available in Canada 4643 
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Going On from page 4 
toward the cost of any publication pre
senting the architect's work. None of 
those prohibitions exists today. 
Today, the AJA publishes 12 standards of 
ethical practice-the number itself is not 
important, for the Lord gave Moses only 
10-but it is interesting to note that a 
decade ago, there were 28 standards. 

"A second result of the consent decree 
was the decision by various national ar
chitectural and engineering organizations 
to insert prohibitions against competitive 
bidding in the rules and regulations pro
mulgated by professional registration 
boards . . .. While the initial impetus was 
without doubt to restore the prohibition 
against competitive bidding, the process 
required that state boards be authorized 
to address themselves to questions of 
professional conduct generally." In 1972, 
Sapers noted, 22 jurisdictions had such 
authority and today the number has 
grown to 32. 

Recalling that the apostle of consumer
ism, Ralph Nader, four years a~?;o chal
lenged the NCARB to take a more active 
role in the public interest, Sapers said 
that there have been suggestions in many 
states that the "regulated should not be 
represented on the regulatory board .... 
If the purpose of the boards is to protect 
the public, why shouldn't the boards 
comprise the public members?" 

Sapers reminded the audience that a 
number of lawyers recently have been 
disbarred from practice because of cor
rupt practices. "How many architects and 
engineers involved in the Baltimore 
County scandals have lost their licenses?" 
he asked. "If regulatory agencies are to 
protect the public interest, they must be 
sensitive to the fact that persons holding 
licenses granted by them-particularly 
professional persons whose work involves 
a high degree of trust-must be denied 
their right to practice when it is clear that 
they have violated standards of good 
moral character." 

Sapers said that "in an imperfect world, 
we cannot invoke serious disciplinary 
actions for the occasional negligence of 
an architect ." But persistent negligence 
"should be a subject for disciplinary 
action as well as fraud, dishonesty, con
flict of interest and conduct inconsistent 
with professional responsibilities." 

He said that a question is often 
raised about the obligation to revoke a 
registration where the holder is convicted 
of a crime. The best test, he declared, 
should be whether the crime is "evidence 
of the holder's inability to live up to the 
high standards of his profession. Thus, 
an architect jailed for conscientious 
objection during World War II may be 
thought to be morally competent to con
duct the practice of architecture, while 
an architect convicted of bribing public 
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officials may be thought to have tres
passed in an area so closely related to his 
professional responsibilities as to indicate 
his lack of competence to continue to 
practice." 

NCARB Hears of Threats 
To Reciprocity, Receives 
Internship Proposals 
At the NCARB meeting, John M. 
O'Brien, AJA, of Memphis, was elected 
president. Other officers are: William C. 
Muchow, FAJA, Denver, first vice presi
dent; Lorenzo P. Williams, AJA, Min
neapolis, second vice president; secretary, 
Paul H. Graven, AJA, Madison, Wis.; 
and treasurer, Charles A. Blondheim Jr., 
AJA, Eufaula, Ala. 

Outgoing NCARB President E.G. 
Hamilton, F AJA, of Dallas, said in an 
address that there are many pressures at 
work today which tend to force the ar
chitect into a "secondary, technical role." 
To counteract such forces, he declared 
that the NCARB can play a role by set
ting standards for registration that will 
reinforce professionalism, thus aiding a 
society which "desperately needs the ar
chitect's design, creativity and judgment." 

Williams, speaking to the meeting's 
theme of reciprocity, reported on a new 
development that threatens reciprocity. 
Florida, North Carolina and Puerto Rico 
have passed laws that require a degree 
in architecture as a prerequisite to ad
mission to registration, and he predicted 
that at least four other states will pass 
similar laws. Williams voiced concern 
about the preeminence of certification as 
acceptable proof of competence to 
practice almost everywhere. 

Blondheim, chairman of a NCARB in
ternship committee, introduced a series of 
proposals for making internships a "pro
ductive experience." They included: the 
development of a mandatory recording 
and monitoring system to insure that all 
candidates remain in a controlled proce
dure; the organization of a sound manda
tory counseling system; the development 
of a uniform, mandatory experience port
folio; and the establishment of appropri
ate nomenclature to designate the status 
of the trainee. 

He suggested that the system involve 
NCARB, its 55 member boards, the pro
fession and educators, stressing the need 
for professional and architectural school 
cooperation. Fees would be paid for serv
ices rendered and counselors paid for 
full-time guidance. 

These recommendations are somewhat 
at variance with those of a recent interim 
report of the Five Presidents' task force 
on internships. This report recommends 
the assignment of the intern to a voluntary 

professional counselor. "The idea of paid 
or full-time counselors is considered as 
not good and an unnecessary bureaucrati 
scheme," states the report. The voluntar) 
unpaid counselors would be practicing 
architects, not architectural educators. 

The report suggests that the voluntary 
counselor program "could work well witl 
a central (national) coordinator in the 
headquarters of the intern organization 
at AJA." The selection of counselors 
would be a "joint responsibility of the 
state board working in concert with AJA 
local components." It has been suggested 
that the intern organization be in some 
way related to AJA. The NCARB and 
state boards would maintain records and 
files, help select counselors and evaluate 
and examine eligible candidates. 

The intern organization recommended 
by the task force, would be a self-generat 
ing and self-governing body "within the 
framework of the AJA, which currently 
has a mechanism which could be devel
oped into the new organization-the na
tional associate membership category." 
The organization would be initiated by 
the Five Presidents "with the direct input 
of a pilot group of interns and the neces
sary support of the AJA." 

Both the recommendations of the Five 
Presidents' task force and those of Blond 
heim agree that an internship program 
requires the cooperation of the entire 
profession. 

A highlight of the NCARB meeting W< 

the presentation of the first Dean L. 
Gustavson award to the NCARB past 
president for whom the award was name< 
The award is given in recognition of "out 
standing service by an individual architec 
in helping to achieve the highest standarci 
of professional practice." Gustavson, a 
fellow of the AJA, was NCARB presiden 
in 1969 and chairman of the 1971 multi
nation conference on registration and 
reciprocity. 

House Bill Exempts 
Small Finns from OSHA 
The House of Representatives has passec 
a Department of Labor /Department of 
Health, Education and Welfare appropri 
ations bill containing an amendment 
which will exempt businesses with fewer 
than 25 employees from coverage by the 
Occupational Safety and Health Act. 

The Associated General Contractors c 
America, in opposition to the amendmen 
estimates that about 90 percent of the 
businesses in this country would not be 
compelled to abide by OSHA provisions. 
There are es timated to be 4,448,000 busi 
nesses out of a total of 4,942,500 that 
have fewer than 25 employees. AGC say: 
that passage of the bill "would cause a 
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LAST YEAR WE PROVED TO THE WORLD 
THAT NO NYLON HIDES SOIL BETTER THAN 

ENKALURE JI. 
Now Moshe Peking is proving it every day. 

Where else but in the garment 
center of New York City would 
you expect to f ind a Kosher Chi
nese restaurant? 

And, if you were the proprietor 
of that restaurant, and you an
ticipated that some Ku Lo Veal or 
flanken might land on the floor, 
what else would you choose but 
a soil-hiding nylon carpet that's 
durable and easy to maintain? 

Moshe wisely chose a carpet 
made with Enkal ure II soil
hiding nylon. (How can you beat 
Jewish-Chinese wisdom?) 

From all the colors and pat
terns available, he found the one 
perfect for the restaurants decor. 

It's so perfect, in fact, that in 
some parts of the restaurant the 
carpet extends up the wall. 
Some customers have inquired 
about it for their own homes. 
That's how beautiful it is. 

And because it's made with 
Enkalure II, it will stay beauti
ful for the life ofthe carpet. 

You see, the special multilobal 
construction of Enkalure II nylon 
causes light to actually bounce 
off the fiber, keeping the color 
looking bright and clear, even 
when the carpet is dirty. 

And since there are no deep 
grooves to trap dirt (as in con
ventional fibers), daily vacuum
ing and occasional spot cleaning 
is all that's needed. 

A grueling test by Nationwide 
Consumer Testing Institute proves 
that no nylon hides soi I better 
than Enka lure II. But the real 
proof is at Moshe Peking. 

For specific carpet information 
and a 14-page report of 
the test results, contact 
American Erika (Dept. A IA), 

530 Fifth Ave., 
N.Y., N.Y. 10036. 
(212) 661-¢600. 

ENKALURE IS,, R[G IM ran SOIL HIDING 

ci~~~t~~C~NN~~(~~ 61gE~N~~~~~Ac;~l~~{i OF Akzona INC 
ENKALURE IS LICENSED rOR USE IN CARPET MANUf AC I U!lEO 
ACG01m1Nf! 10 l/!IAL llY ::iP[ CI! ICA ! ION:. S[ I UY [ NKA ''ND l :J 
Tl S IE D f1ND CEl i! ll 1[ 0 BY NA l lQNWIDE CONSUMER TESTING INSll TUI E 
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Win one of the 1974 CRSI 
Design Awards, too. Here's how: 
Concrete Reinforcing Steel Insti 
tute announces a Call for Entries 
in the 1974 CRSI Design Awards 
Competition-the first of a new 
annual program. 

structures-large and small- will 
be judged on an equally objec
tive basis. 

convent ion, Tarpon Springs, Flor
ida, Ap ril , 1975. Winn ing entrants 
(if a team, a representative of the 
team) and their spouses will be 
invited to attend the Award pre
sentation ceremony at CRSl's ex
pense. 

The Awards will honor creative 
achievements in the use of site
cast reinforced concrete con 
struction. 

Criteria of Awards-Awards will 
be given for esthetic expression, 
engineering achievement, func
tional excellence, or economy (or 
any meritorious combina tion of 
these qualities). Special emphasis 
will be given to structures that 
make primary use of reinforcing 
bars. 

Categories of Awards-There 
are no specific categories of eligi
ble structures. All types of cast
i n-place reinforced concrete 

Type of Award-Since reinforced 
concrete can be used to solve so 
many totally different design 
problems, no single first-place 
Design Award will be given. Sev
eral Awards will be presented, 
each equally acknowledging ex
cellence of achievement. Each 
Award will consist of (1) en 
graved commemorative plaques 
for engineer, architect and owner, 
(2) recognition of the award-win 
ner's achievement through publi
cation of the winner's story and 
structure in pr int advertising 
sponsored by CRSI, and (3) pre
sentation of the Award to entrant 
(architect or engineer) at a special 
ceremony at the CRSI annual 

The Judges-A distinguished 
panel of recognized professional 
architects and engi neers from 
throughout the United States has 
been se lected to judge al l entries. 

Who is Eligible-The 1974 CRSI 
Design Awards Competition is 
open to all registered architects 
and engineers (entrants may be 
individuals or a team). Eligible 
structures must be located within 
the continental United States and 
have been comp leted since Janu
ary 1, 1972, or essentia ll y finished 
by contest deadline date. 

How to submit entries 
Simply mail your entry d irectly to CRSI. Please 
follow these specifications in organizing materials 
for subm ission: 

1 To preserve anonymity during judging, sub
mit the fo ll owing data typewritten on plain 

white 81/2" x 11" paper. 

a 
b 
c 
d 

Description of type of structure. 

Size of structure in total square footage. 

Description of any unique design fea
tures that deserve spec ial consideration 
during judging. 

Date structure was completed or sched
uled for completion. 

2 Include a brief statement of reasons fo r 
choosing re in forced concrete. 

3 Include at least two 8" x 10" glossy black
and-white photographs and at least two 35 -

mm color slides of completed structure. Do not 
include company or firm identification on photo
graphic material. 

4 Give any computations or specifications if 
they enlarge on design problems and solu

tions. Include, if considered necessary, copies of 
plans, perspective drawings, detail drawings, etc. 

5 Prepare a separate typed sheet (you may use 
company letterhead) giving proper name of 

entry; type of structure and location; names, ad
dresses, and phone numbers of architect, eng i
neer, and owner; and date of completion. Seal 
this sheet in a plain, unmarked envelope and affix 
to back of entry. 

6 Assemble all of the materials in a ring binder 
(or equiva lent) approximate ly 10" x 12". 

7 You may submit more than one entry, but 
please organize each according to above 

specifications and subm it sepa rately. 

Deadline for Entries-A ll entries must be re
ce ived no later than November 30, 1974, at CRSI 
headquarters (address be low). 

Announcement of Winners. To be made as soon 
after judging as practical. 

Ownership and Publication of Entries-All en
tries shal l become so le property of CRSI. No 
materials w ill be returned. CRSI reserves the right 
to use or publ ish all entries and accompanying 
materials in CRSI advertising, CRSI publications, 
or for any and all ed itoria l purposes and by enter
in g, entrant grants a roya lty-free license to CRSI 
to use any copyrighted materials. Such right in
cludes publ icat ion of photographs and names of 
Awa rd winners without compensation to winne rs. 

Judges' Decision Shall Be Final-Upon enter
ing the 1974 CRSI Design Awards Competition, 
each entrant wa ives his or her right to make a 
claim again st the panel of Judges (or any member 
thereof), or to make a claim aga inst Concrete Rein
forcing Steel Institute (or any member thereof). 

mail 
entries to: 
CONCRETE REINFORCING STEEL INSTITUTE 
180 North LaSalle Street, Room 2111 D 
Chicago, Illinois 60601 liiil!MiiiM 

Attention: George F. Leyh 



Tex-Tiles are the ideal flooring material 
for today's offices. Floor plans can be 
reconfigured without recarpeting. 

Specify a permanent floor without 
making a permanent decision. 

•* 
Collins & Aikman has developed a group of bi-component vinyl 
backing systems, each integrated with a super dense, man-made 
commercial fiber surface. They're called Tex-Tiles. 

These unique 18" squares are simple to install securely ... 
yet can be arranged and rearranged with 
ease for maximum good looks, maximum 
wear. Wherever you want outstanding 
beauty with minimal care. 

Choose from a full range of styles, 
textures and colors. 

For more information, write or call 
Collins & Aikman, 919 Third Ave., 
New York, N.Y. 10022. Tel. (212) 953-4356 COLLINS & AIKMAN 

Where 10% of the floor gets 90% of the wear, like this office lobby, moveable Tex-Tiles solve the problem. 

*Fiber Antron II 
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Collins &Aikman 
makes the Tex-TileSMthat 

make things happen. 
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Which building material will you use? 
You've got energy shortages to 

think about. Air-conditioning costs. 
Heat gain through the long, hot 
summers. Heat loss in the winter 
months. Heating equipment costs. 
The whole set of energy-use factors 
suddenly has become critically 
important. The building material you 
use affects all of them. 

Compare the energy conserving 
capability of masonry, for instance, 
with double-plate glass walls. 

At 4:00 P.M. on a hot August day 
in Washington, D.C., the heat gain 
through a square foot of west-facing 
insulated brick and concrete block 
wall will be 2.2 Btus an hour. 

The heat gain through a double
plate glass wall in the same location 
will be 173 Btus a square foot in an 
hour. A big difference. 

Project this differential over 
10,000 square feet of wall. You come 
up with a heat gain through masonry 
of 22,000 Btuh, while the heat gain 
through double-plate glass is 
1,730,000 Btuh. 

In the case of the masonry wall, 
cooling equipment with a two-ton 
capacity can handle the heat gain. 
But with the double-plate glass wall, 
about 143 tons of cooling capacity 
will be needed. 

An analysis of a typical 10-story 
building shows that over its useful life, 
the air-conditioning cost for a square 
foot of our masonry wall will be about 
23 cents. For the double-plate glass 
wall, it will be $7.60. 

It takes a lot of money to buy, 
install and create space for all the 
extra air-conditioning equipment 
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required by the double-plate glass 
wall. A lot of money and a lot of 
energy to run that equipment. 

Compare the heat loss in winter. 
It has a dramatic effect on energy 
consumption and building operation 
costs. 

Our masonry wall, for example, 
has a "U-value" of .12. The double
plate glass wall has a "U-value" of 
.55. (U-values are used to determine 
heat loss through one square foot of 
wall area in Btuh per degree 
Farenheit differential across the wall.) 

This means that the masonry 
wall is about 450% more efficient, on 
the average, than the glass wall in 
reducing heat loss. 

Over the useful life of the 
building, the heating 
cost per square foot of "" 
wall area for masonry 
will be about 30 cents. 
For double-plate glass, 
about $1.38. 

In a time of one energy crisis 
after another, masonry makes 
eminently good sense as a good 
citizen. 

The masonry industry believes 
that the thermal insulating qualities of 
masonry are an important economic 
consideration to building designers, 
owners and investors, and all citizens. 

Masonry walls save on air
conditioning and heating costs. And 
just as important, they are less 
expensive to build. The masonry wall 
we've described would have a 38% 
lower initial cost than the double
plate glass wall. 

If you'd like to find out more, 
write to us and we'll send you a 
booklet comparing the thermal 

insulating qualities of 
• masonry walls with 

double-plate glass 
walls, metal panel walls 
and pre-cast concrete 
walls. 

[l¢¢IJ lntemational Masonry Institute a 
823 15th Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20005 I (202) 783-3908 

Please send the booklet comparing insulating qualities of masonry 
with other building materials. 

Name Title 

Address 

Company 

City State Zip 

Nature of Business . AIA 
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Going On from page 8 
nightmare for the general contractor who 
would have thrust upon him the responsi 
bility for the safety of his employees on 
the site who might be exposed to the 
hazards created by subcontractors em
ploying fewer than 25 workers." 

Other opponents of such a change in 
the law say that all employees must be 
protected and that accidents and injuries 
occur just as frequently and severely in 
small firms as in large ·ones . The oppo
nents include the Na ti on al Society of 
Professional Engineers , the American In
stitute of Industrial Engineers , the Amer
ican Society for Quality Control and the 
Society of Manufacturing Engineers . AIA 
so far has not taken a position on the 
amendment. 

In testimony before the House of Rep
resentatives select labor subcommittee, 
Benjamin D. Rocuskie, chairman of 
NSPE's committee on OSHA and product 
safety , said that smaller firm 's often "feel 
OSHA's impact more acutely than large 
organizations." The four engineering so
cieties recommended a revision of OSHA 
to permit employers to request on-site 
consultations and that OSHA inspectors 
perform the consultations under limita
tions on matters specified in advance by 
the employer and be prevented from is
suing citations during consultations . 

The engineers also recommended the 
continuation of unannounced OSHA in
spections; an index of standards to aid the 
small employer for whom it is a hardship 
to sift through complex regulations; and 
a requirement that the Labor Depart
ment submit "economic impact state
ments" to detail the effects of proposed 
OSHA regulations. 

One of the AIA's long-standing con
cerns about OSHA pertains to OSHA 
regulations and building codes. In testi
mony in 1972 before the House of Repre
sentatives select labor committee, William 
Marshall Jr ., F AJA , speaking for the In
stitute, and Charles K. Whitescarver Jr., 
for the Consulting Engineers Council , 
said that historically, state and local build
ing codes have "effectively been adopted 
and implemented to protect the life safety 
of occupants." They pointed out that 
building codes "establish minimum stand
ards for structures to insure occupational 
safety and are enforced by local govern
ment officials" and called for building 
codes to continue as the province of local 
governments for guaranteeing life safety 
of occupants, saying that for OSHA to 
prescribe overlapping standards which 
conflict with building codes has created 
" unnecessary and unwarranted confu
sion." 

Recently, an "OSHA white paper" was 
prepared by the American Society of Civil 
Engineers' committee on standards. Now 
in draft form, the white paper has been 
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sent to the AIA national codes and stand
ards committee for review. 

The paper says that the protection of 
employee and public in the working en
vironment as a result of the effectiveness 
of existing model codes has not been con
tested . Therefore, the use of these codes 
and the established code enforcement 
mechanism "is the logical way to achieve 
safety without conflict, overlap or dupli
cation by another set of regulations super
imposed on the long established code 
regulatory system." An amendment of the 
enabling legislation to recognize model 
codes , allowing their use by local govern
ments in carrying out the intent of the 
law, is recommended. 

Meanwhile, OSHA in its Technical 
Notes, dated July 5, has issued rules for 
determining when to withdraw federal 
enforcement in states which have ap
proved plans for job safety and health. 
Enforcement authority will be withdrawn 
when a state has completed the following : 
• Enacted enabling legislation that is sub
stantially in compliance with OSHA rules 
for approval. 
• Promulgated under state law job safety 
and health standards which are the same 
as, or "as effective as," OSHA's, or stand
ards which the assistant regional director 
for OSHA judges will provide overall pro
tection equal to comparable federal 
standards. 
• Has available sufficient qualified state 
personnel to enforce the standards. 
• Has in force an operating review and 
appeals system through which employers 
and employees may contest enforcement 
actions. 

OSHA will continue to investigate any 
hazard, occupation or industry not 
covered by a state program and will retain 
responsibility for investigation of com
plaints alleging discrimination by employ
ers against employees who "exercise their 
rights under federal or state job safety 
and health laws ." 

Notice of states which have operational 
status will be published in the Federal 
Register, as well as notices of resumption 
of federal enforcement authority over 
issues that OSHA evaluation has deter
mined a state is inadequately enforcing. 

R~ch Corporation 
Reviews HUD Awards 
The Department of Housing and Urban 
Development has awarded a contract to 
the AJA Research Corporation to study 
and evaluate its biennial design awards 
program. Initiated in 19 62, the awards 
program was set up to recognize outstand
ing design quality in HUD-assisted proj
ects. Plans are now being formulated to 
expand the program in scope, with entries 
evaluated on the basis of socioeconomic 

implications, managerial strategies and 
overall community impact as well as phy: 
ical design and performance. 

The research corporation will identify 
alternative criteria and methods of evalu
ation to meet the proposed new objec
tives . An interdisciplinary group of con
sultants from the fields of architecture, 
planning, management and the social sci 
ences will provide input to reflect all as
pects of the design process. Some 70 
professionals will meet in October to re
view the criteria and the evaluation meth 
ods in the study, and the information ob
tained will be incorporated in a report of 
recommendations to HUD. 

Staff Members Added 
George E. T homas, AJA, has been ap
pointed vice president for administration 
of the AIA Research Corporation . His 
background experience is varied, rangin1 
from private practice to corporate man
agement. He recently served as a consul
tant to the General Services Administra
tion for its special study of architectural 
and engineering procurement procedure: 

A new appointee to the AJA staff is 
David G . Dildine, who has been named 
assistant director of public relations pub· 
lications. He comes to the Institute from 
the Federal Energy Administration whe1 
he was a writer/ editor. 

An addition to the AJA JOURNAL 

staff is Kathy Yu , recently appointed 
editorial assistant . She was formerly on 
the staff of US News and World Report. 

Multimillion-Dollar 
Suits Over Stadium 
The Los Angeles-based firm of Charles 
Luckman & Associates has filed suit 
against Dillingham Corporation for $5 
million damages , charging that Ditling
ham's division, the Hawaiian Dredging 8 
Construction Co. "willfully concealed .. 
(its) . .. deficient performance" of a con 
struction contract for the Halawa Stadiu 
now being built in Honolulu, and "delib
erately, wantonly, willfully and malici
ously has blamed CLA and others for th 
present stadium deficiencies." CLA is 
architect of the $27-million stadium and 
Michael T . Suzuki & Associates, Inc., of 
Honolulu is associate architect. 

The counterclaim is in answer to a sui 
brought by HD&C, the contractor. The 
suit against CLA claims that the architec 
failed " to exercise reasonable and ordi
nary care, skill, judgment and diligence" 
in the preparation and submission of pla 
and specifications, resulting in "great cm 
to the plaintiff .. . and delays in comple
tion of the work required" under the con 
tract with the state of Hawaii. 

HD&C is asking that it be awarded 
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Ceco doors 
complement 
the new sky Ii ne 
of old Chicago 
Chicago architects like what they see in Ceco 
doors, and it's more than style and beauty. 
This is confirmed throughout the country. 
Ceco doors meet every functional need. Use 
them as a "package" to accent your design. 
Ceco doors and frames are prepared tor simple 
erection in minutes. And both are prepared for 
quick and solid attachment of hardware. Ceco 
doors and frames are tough and stable-.won't 
warp, swell, shrink or rot. You gain the 
advantages of durability and trouble-free 
performance. Our Colorstyle 
doors have factory-baked quality 
finishes, kept fresh in poly bags. 
See Sweet's files or consult 
your local Ceco office. 

CECO steel doors 
The Ceco Corporat ion 

5601 West 26th Street• Chicago, 111. 60650 
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"actual damages when those damages can 
be ascertained and $1 million in punitive 
and exemplary damages." It contends that 
CLA did not take into account the "true 
subsurface conditions of the stadium site 
and failed to properly review, design, test, 
investigate, study and prepare the design 
concept of, and the plans and specifica
tions for, the mechanical, electrical and 
structural components of the stadium." 

CLA claims that because HD&C 
failed to "comply with the plans and speci
fications and well and truly perform its 
construction contract in a timely and 
workmanlike manner" that the firm has 
been required to expend additional sums 
and provide additional services. 

In answering charges issued to the press 
by Charles W. Watson, president of 
HD&C, Charles Luckman, F AIA, said, 
"I am outraged. This is the first time in 
my entire professional career that I have 
seen a company file suit and simultane
ously make a nationwide press release of 
unsubstantiated charges." He commented 
that the news release "was designed to 
excuse the fact that HD&C is many 
months behind schedule-far beyond the 
authorized extensions granted by the state 
due to weather, strikes or other legitimate 
causes and is trying to avoid the state's 
implementation of the $500-a-day penalty 
clause for failure to complete on time." 

Luckman, in commenting on the 
HD&C press release that stated the CLA 
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working drawings and specifications were 
not adequate to handle the stadium's 
mechanism for moving 28,000 seats to 
change from a football to a baseball con
figuration, said that both his firm and the 
state had taken precautions that the 
"unique" system will work satisfactorily. 

Raising Federal Agencies' 
Design Consciousness 
The theme of the second Federal Design 
Assembly, slated for Sept. 11 -12, at the 
Arena Stage and Kreeger Theater complex 
in Washington, D.C., is "The Design 
Reality." The aim of the conference, says 
Nancy Hanks, Hon. AIA, chairman of the 
National Endowment for the Arts and of 
the Federal Council on the Arts and the 
Humanities, is to make "federal decision 
makers aware of how they can use good 
design as a management tool for their 
agencies" to achieve greater economy and 
efficiency and to improve communications. 

The assembly, being organized by a 
task force chaired by John Richardson 
Jr., assistant secretary of state for educa
tional and cultural affairs, will include 
two general sessions and four program 
meetings on architecture, visual commun
ication, landscape architecture and en
vironmental planning, and interior and 
industrial design. Discussions and media 
presentations will focus on such topics as 

how to make federal design more human< 
and the impact of federal design on the 
environment. Among the speakers will b1 
Sir Paul Reilly, director of England's 
Council on Industrial Design, and Peter 
Bretinga, a Dutch graphics designer. 

More than 500 government officials, 
state cultural representatives and mem
bers of professional design societies are 
expected to attend the second assembly. 
The first assembly, held in April 1973 
(see May '73, p. 66), resulted in sev
eral states and cities organizing their owr 
design conferences. 

The federal design assemblies are part 
of the federal design improvement pro
gram initiated in 1972 by President Nixo 
Other aspects include a review and ex
pansion of the "1962 Guiding Principles 
of Federal Architecture," an interim re
port having been published (see May, 
p. 4); improvement of federal graphics 
and publications; and a study titled "Ex
cellence Attracts Excellence" of the Civi 
Service Commission's procedures for re
cruiting and training federal design pro
fessionals (see Apr., p. 21). 

NAAB Seeks Executive 
The National Architectural Accrediting 
Board, which is based in the AIA head
quarters building in Washington, D.C., 
is seeking an executive director. NAAB': 

continued on page ; 
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Jing On from page 16 
sic responsibility is accrediting pro
:ims in architecture in 70 colleges and 
iversities. Applicants for the position 
.1st have the ability to manage the ad
nistrative .affairs of NAAB and should 
familiar with accredited programs in 

:hitecture. The executive director also 
1st be able to organize data from 
1ools, schedule and coordinate commit
: visitations and board meetings and 
mmunicate effectively with a variety of 
gan izations. 
Resumes and salary requirements may 
sent in confidence to NAAB President 
mes J. Foley, FAIA, Room 730, 1735 
:w York Ave. N.W. , Washington , D.C. 
006. 

iteriors Groups Merge 
1e American Institute of Interior De
ners and the National Society of Jn
ior Designers have approved a plan of 
nsolidation to form a new organization 
be called the American Society of 
erior Designers (ASID) . The consoli
tion will make the new society the 
gest organization of professional inter-
designers in the world , with a mem

rship of about 9,000. 
T he effective date of ASID's formation 
:xpected to be Jan. 1, 1975. National 
icers of ASID will be elected respec-
ely by the national governors and direc
s of the existing societies at special 
ard meetings to be held in Portland, 
e., in October. National committees of 
: two societies will combine forces 
mediately. 

ffice of the Year Awards 
e magazine Administrative Manage-
nt began its "Office of the Year" awards 
>gram 24 years ago to "encourage 
:her standards of business effectiveness 
ough good design ." Winners are se
ted annually by the editorial board. 
The new international headquarters of 
ndard Oil Co. of Indiana in Chicago is 
recipient of top honors in the 1973 

ards program. The structure and its 
; riors are the design of Edward Durell 
·ne & Associates and Standards Oil's 
house architects. Open landscaping is 
d in 75 percent of the office areas. 
fhe award of merit was won by the 
ces of Uniroyal Inc., Middlebury, 
nn., whose architects are the Eggers 
'.tnership, with interiors by Rodgers 
;ociates. Honorable mentions went to 
General Telephone & Electronics 

rp ., Stamford, Conn. (Victor Bisharat, 
hitect) ; the State Farm Mutual Auto
bile Insurance Co., Bloomington, Ill. 
llerbe Architects) ; and the First Na
rnl Bank, Phoenix (Charles Luckman 
;ociates, architects). 

ELIASON 
CaJ'J Swing DOORS 

Self Closing - Double Action for 
SERVICE, TRAFFIC OR CONVENIENCE DOORWAYS 

0 0 

LWP3 

' LWP 3: 6061-T6 Aluminum Alloy .063" 
-, thick, Satin Anodized finish, Std . Win

dows, Fasteners and Hinges included. 
Easy to install, easy to use . Useful for 
Patient Care, Food Service, Variety, 
Discount, Department Stores. Thousands 
used in Supermarkets. 

LWP 4: Same as "LWP 3" except with l 
decorative high pressure laminate both , 
sides. Decorative doors are practical with 
protective accessories. Door illustrated 
has 12" high Base Plates and two sets of 
Bumper Strips. 

0 0 
I 

I I 
I / 

SCP 5 

LWP 4 

J SCP 5: A Solid Core Door 3/4" thick. 
., Illustrated door has Anodized Aluminum, 

Top Panels, 18 gauge steel center panels 
(SS front, Galv. rear), 14 gauge high 
carbon steel kick plates. Write for options 
and other Solid Core Door models. 
Applications same as "LWP 3", a heavier 
door but same easy action. 

SCP 8: A Solid Core decor door . Illus- l 
trated door has 18" high Base Plates , 
and Edge Trim (18 gauge Stainless Steel). 
Decorative High Pressure Plastic Laminate 
above Base Plates to top of door both 
sides. For Food Service and other areas 
where Solid Core Decor doors desired . 
Write for other models and options. 

-O B 

I I I I 
sec 1 

SCP 8 

J SCC 1: Gasketed, Solid Core Door 3/4" 
., thick. Illustrated door has Anodized 

Aluminum top Panels and 48" high 18 
Gauge Stainless Steel Base 'Plates. For 
Refrigerated areas, Work Rooms, Pro
cessing and Cooler to Processing. Write 
for options and accessories. Ask about 
1 Y," thick Foam Core Doors. 

The above illustrations represent just a few standard door 
models . All Easy Swing Doors are shipped complete ready to 
install. Write for your free door catalog today listing hundreds of 
options accessories and other models. 

ELIASON EASY SWING DOORS NATIONALLY EXHIBITED 
SPECS, SMI, NAWGA, RESTAURANT, HOTEL MOTEL, 

AIA, CSI , NARGUS, NEHA, & AM. HEAL TH CONGRESS 

WRITE OR CALL FACTORY FOR SPECS & PRICES 
LISTED IN SWEETS CATALOG FILES 

fl (? • ® 
ELIASON La ~'J ~win a DOOR Division 
CORPORATION (/ TEL ' 616/327-7003 

P.O. Box 2128 Kalamazoo, Michigan 49003 U.S.A. 
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There is, surprisingly, something of a unifying theme to the melange of images above, 
which comprise a kind of visual summary of this issue. The theme is the enduring post
crisis (or post-fad) concern about energy . Thus, Nos. 1 and 5 have to do with the im
pact of this concern and others on patterns of metropolitan growth; No. 2 is a building 
repeatedly adapted to new uses, for reasons not unrelated to energy conservation; and 
Nos. 3 and 4 depict uses of solar energy, the first applied and the second conceptual. 



Will the New Consciousn~ of 
Energy and Environment Create 
An Imploding Metropolis? 

Herbert M. Franklin 

When the noted art critic Bernard Beren
son first experienced an air view of his 
beloved Italian cities, he exclaimed that 
the airplane would destroy them. The 
flight took place well before the aerial 
bombardments of World War II-but this 
kind of destruction was not in his mind. 

His exquisite sense of form told him 
that the airplane would convert the scale 
of our vision of the city, that the focus of 
urban design would involve not only the 
courtyards , fenestration , brickwork, foun
tains and other more intimate details of 
the cityscape, but also vast miles of urban 
development. 

His fears proved well-founded. The 
relatively compact urban form of even 
60 years ago has yielded to an immense, 
oozing expanse during an age of automo
tive affluence. The exploitation of natural 
resources-land, fossil fue ls, water- has 
permitted the scale of urbanization to 
explode on an unparalleled basis. The 
existing institutions dealing with the use 
and reuse of urban land make it far easier 
to meet needs by converting raw land to 
its "last crop" of houses or stores than 
to rehabi litate already built-up areas . 

With the posted price of oil at only 
$1. 79 a barrel in the 1960s, the automo
bile was running virtually on "water." 
Gasoline price wars were frequent. Com
muting 75 miles to work became not un
common and moderate-income workers , 
in particular, were attracted by homes on 
the cheapest land at furthest remove 
from employment centers . Subdivisions 
mushroomed overnight, as it were, in 
former cornfields. The "exploding me
tropolis " proclaimed by the editors of 
Fortune in 1960 proved to be the hall-

Mr. Franklin is a member of the Washing
ton, D. C., Jaw firm of Lane & Edson and 
director of the metropolitan housing proj
ect of the Potomac Institute, also of 
Washington . 
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mark of the decade. Commenting on the 
fact that a drop in consumption of oil 
might be a good thing, J. Paul Getty (a 
more than interested observer) recently 
noted: "People never expected to go 50 
miles to have lunch with somebody, and 
drive 50 miles back. It's only our own 
generation that's had that. " Indeed, the 
rapid spread of cities into "commuter
sheds" has been a relatively recent 
phenomenon. 

An alternative vision- that of a more 
compact and orderly progression of 
urbanization-is probably held by any
one who has thought seriously about the 
wasteful , chaotic pattern of American 
metropolitan growth. In physical terms 
the vision had many variants: a better 
demarcation between city and country so 
that the pleasures and character of each 
is heightened; preservation of rustic areas 
free from second homes and other urban 
intrusions , accompanied by more usable 
open space in denser, built-up areas and 
the infill ing of left-over parcels of land; 
an end to both abandonment of central 
city land and the spread of thin-film low
density sprawl on the fringe ; a better 
coordination between new development 
and mass transportation, and so on. 
Basically, the vision can be summed up 
as favoring the encouragement of cen
trifugal development that permits poten
tial urbanity to leak into the countryside. 

The Council on Environmental Quality 
has studied the link between wasteful 
urban development patterns and ineffi
cient uses of resources . Its preliminary 
findings are that planned higher-density 
patterns of development, compared to 
typical low-density suburban sprawl, can 
achieve significant savings in total capital 
costs , land costs, energy consumption and 
reductions in water consumption and 
auto emissions. 

The CEQ study is important because 
it may enable proponents of a more com
pact, centripetal urban development 
policy to advance their case not as latter
day Berensonian esthetes but as hard
nosed economists and environmentalists 
counting the dollars (and scents) costs 
of inefficient and ecologically damaging 

patterns of growth . If an era of scarcity 
has replaced the era of affluence, the 
sheer waste of resources that has fueled 
centrifugal development forces may be 
challenged by arguments that carry new 
influence. 

Certain official policies are being 
formulated now that bear scrutiny for 
their potential impact on urban form . It 
should be noted in this regard that public 
policies in the United States with the 
greatest spatial impact typically do not 
address spatial objectives directly. Rathe1 
they usually deal with certain functional 
objectives in ways that have ultimate but 
indirect spatial implications. For examplE 
the functional purpose of providing fast 
automotive transport on limited access 
highways had enormous consequences fo: 
the form of metropolitan areas . Central 
cities lost significant elements of their tax 
base and neighborhoods were disrupted c 
destroyed, while suburban land values 
were created almost overnight. These 
spatial impacts were predictable, but of 
no concern until relatively recently. Simi
larly, it was more important to the maker; 
of housing policy to lubricate the mort
gage market and stimulate housing and 
jobs than to be concerned with the crea
tion of low-density suburban sprawl. 
These are examples of development
oriented policies that moved ahead heed
less of their spatial consequences . 

As we move now into an era of con
servation (and in many respects anti
development) policies, past experience 
suggests that we scrutinize these policies 
for their spatial consequences . What im
pact will they have on urban form and 
questions of who can live where at what 
cost? Will they exacerbate the wasteful 
spread of urban sprawl, or will they facili· 
tate the forging of new, centripetal guide
lines for the management of growth? 

This article attempts to identify some 
of these policies to chart their possible 
long-term centripetal or centrifugal im
plications. The policies with potential 



ntripetal tendencies deal with conser
_tion of energy, efforts to implement 
e Clean Air Act, the redirection of na
mal housing policy toward better use 
the existing housing inventory and new 
titudes toward the preservation of eco
gicall y fragile or valuable land. Policies 
at, on the other hand, seem to have 
ntrifugal tendencies include efforts to 
1plement the 1972 Water Pollution 
)ntrol Act, and local controlled-growth 
ilicies aimed at reducing urban (or more 
ten suburban) densities. 
Energy and sprawl. Although the 
vere gasoline shortage proved to be a 
mporary phenomenon, it dramatized the 
.ergy costs inherent in urban sprawl. 
~rtain lessons may have been learned 
en as supplies have increased. In some 
:ies, there has been an increase in de
and for older homes in desirable neigh
>rhoods. Builders of fairly distant and 
:pensive houses experienced new sales 
sistance in many metropolitan areas. In 
ew York City, midtown department 
Jres, suffering declining sales for years, 
ported an increase in business during 
e weeks of gasoline shortage, while their 
burban branches catering to shoppers 
, auto reported lower sales volumes. 
Although the severe fuel shortage was 
ief, its lingering impact may filter 
rough the economy and public policy in 
cremental and undramatic ways. 
1oughtful people know that over the 
ng run, a true depletion and shortage 
petroleum and natural gas seems irr-
itable. Consequently, energy-conscious 
>licies are bound to find more recep-
1ity with opinion leaders, courts and 
>licymakers even though the crisis 
mosphere has passed. 
The design of new housing will be 

fected. Cluster developments that can 
wer heating and cooling costs through 
:tter design will gain new favor. Site 
anning and landscaping with wind and 
n in mind, better insulation, better zonal 
:ating and cooling systems and other 
arket adjustments or code requirements 
ay be expected. The National Bureau 
Standards has proposed a "draft in-

terim energy conservation standard" in
tended to become the basis for an eventual 
national consensus standard. It deals with 
the major energy-related aspects of a 
building- its envelope, heating and cool
ing system, illumination, water heating 
and electrical systems. Whatever the final 
model, it will undoubtedly prove influen
tial in most states, possibly tilting the 
market in favor of multifamily develop
ments because new energy conservation 
measures will add relatively more to the 
cost of detached housing. 

What has been given far less attention, 
however, is whether an energy-conscious 
policy governing land development will 
emerge. Will states and localities continue 
to permit energy hookups to subdivisions 
located at great distances from centers of 
employment? Can the distance of a pro
posed subdivision from centers of employ
ment and shopping justify a local govern
ment's refusal to permit it on the ground 
that residents will be forced to excessive 
use of the automobile? The law now gives 
great discretion to local zoning authorities 
to adopt new meanings for the term 
"general welfare," that vague standard 
that is supposed to guide their decision 
making, provided they do so without vio
lating constitutional guarantees of due 
process and equal protection. A better 
understanding of the social and economic 
costs of leapfrog development could sup
port a local or state land use policy in
tended to "reduce the wastes of financial 
and human resources which result from 
either excessive congestion or excessive 
scattering of population" to quote and 
emphasize Vermont's recent land use 
legislation. 

The New York Regional Plan Associa
tion has analyzed the total consumption of 
all forms of energy in the New York urban 
region. Looking beyond the immediate 
energy crisis, the report noted that to 
reduce energy demand will require a 

change in the pattern of regional develop
ment. According to the report, this means 
governmental action to inhibit free-stand
ing shopping centers, strip commercial 
zones along highways, isolated office and 
educational campuses and other elements 
of "spread city." These recommendations 
are supported by findings that the density 
and economy of the New York urban re
gion results in lower energy use than in 
other areas. With 9.7 percent of the na
tion's population and 12 percent of its 
money income, the region consumes only 
6.4 percent of the nation's energy. A 
major reason is that the region has less 
manufacturing and depends on products 
for which energy is expended elsewhere. 
But a second reason is the region's density 
of development. There is less travel per 
capita in high-density areas and more of 
it by energy-saving public transportation. 
Per capita use of energy for transportation 
in the New York region is about two 
thirds of the national level. 

-Findings such as these can support new 
legislative approaches to promote a more 
compact pattern of urban development 
and to reverse prevalent notions that good 
planning inevitably means the mainte
nance of low densities. 

Clean air and metropolitan growth. A 
few years ago, the notion of "alternate 
growth centers" held center stage in dis
cussions of growth policy. A growth cen
ter was to be an existing small city whose 
growth was to be promoted in preference 
to the growth of metropolitan areas. This 
proposed policy was based essentially on 
the notion that urban ills derived from 
the congestion of urban metropolitan 
centers, and that people- and jobs and 
industry to support them- must somehow 
be lured or diverted away from such dens 
of ecological and social iniquity. 

Ecology-minded interests, however, 
were quick to oppose any effort to reduce 
urban air pollution by transferring pollu
tants and polluters to the countryside. 
Their opposition took the form of attack
ing proposed Environmental Protection 
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ipetal forces at work on metropolitan 
~hare making cities of suburbs such 
'1ite Plains, N. Y. (three surrounding 
JS), creating new nodes of urbanity 
·midst of sprawl. These forces also 
,.inging higher densities, and a trend 
-d multifamily housing instead of 
hed one-family dwellings, to the sub
~1s well as the cities. Examples shown 
>are garden apartments in Yonkers, 
(left), and public housing in 

·eport, Conn . (right). 

Agency standards under the federal Clean 
Air Act, and they succeeded. Federal 
courts have ruled that state clean air im
plementation plans must be adequate to 
prevent "significant deterioration" of ex
isting air quality in areas of the nation 
where the air is now cleaner than required 
by the national standards. 

In response, EPA has now proposed 
regulations that would give states primary 
responsibility for preventing "signifiGant" 
air quality deterioration by authorizing 
them to classify regions in a state accord
ing to three zones of allowable air quality 
deterioration . The pollution sources af
fected are major industrial or power 
plants. Class I would be areas of excep
tional scenic, recreational or ecological 
value in which practically any change in 
air quality would be considered significant 
and where no major industrial growth is 
desired. (This could mean that a major 
job-generating industrial plant could not 
locate in a thinly developed rural area 
currently blessed with pristine air-cut
ting against the growth center concept.) 
What would be considered "significant" 
deterioration in other areas would differ 
from Class I areas because of the existing 
quality of the air. In Class II areas, with 
somewhat less pure air, -moderate and 
well-controlled growth would be allowed 
if appropriately dispersed geographically. 
Class III areas would be those in which 
air quality deterioration to secondary 
standards (those protecting vegetation 
rather than human health) would be per
i;nissable, and "rapid and major" indus
trial expansion would be desirable. Under 
these proposed guidelines a state could 
classify a region to permit the construc
tion of a major air pollution source, for 
example, if it determined that the social 
and economic benefits of the facility 
would outweigh the resultant air quality 
deterioration. Under this approach to the 
Clean Air Act the states could have a 
profound effect on urban form-it verges 
on a comprehensive system of licensing 
industrial sites, a device employed in 
other nations as a spatial growth policy 
tool. Could a state adopt a centripetal 
development policy for compelling eco
nomic and social reasons, favoring the 
recycling of declining industrial sites in 
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ntrifugal forces remain strong, however, 
i are pushing development to and be-
1d the fringes of metropolitan areas, 
ending sprawl over virgin or agricul-
al land. Jobs as well as housing follow 
highways outward, but because of 

5e-lot zaning and rising costs much of 
housing is beyond the reach o f the 

rkers in the new plants. Some o f those 
·ight, gathered in front of a factory in a 
wte and once-rural location in New 
sey, are bussed to work daily from 
wark and other cities. 

built-up areas over locations in the metro
politan fringe? 

The Clean Air Act also authorizes land 
use and transportation controls to achieve 
and maintain national air quality stand
ards . EPA requires that, as of January 1, 
1975, states review new indirect sources 
of air pollution, such as highways , air
ports , parking lots, commercial office 
space and large residential developments , 
that generate motor vehicle activity and 
prevent them from being developed, if 
necessary, to preserve or attain air quality 
standards. 

Daniel Gaston, regional director of 
Virginia's ai r pollution control board, has 
observed that the Clean Air Act may in
directly clamp a lid on growth in sub
urban areas. Speaking to northern Vir
ginia planning officials in July, he told 
them to consider the air pollution poten
tial of any development before approving 
it and to advise the developer of the need 
to obtain a state permit. If the developer 
can't meet the air pollution control stand
ards (such as a limit on the number of 
parking spaces) , he said, " there's no 
sense .. . spending any mote money on 
the project. " 

The powerful potential of the act will 
be lost, however, if the review process 
ends up merely reducing the size of park
ing lots , or changing design to reduce idl
ing and achieve better auto traffic flow. 
This is likely to happen unless mass trans
it becomes a key requirement for major 
development to proceed. If this is done, 
sites adjacent to existing mass transit 
facilit ies could become nodes for future 
growth. Even beU~r, future sites of mass 
transit could be coordinated with major \ 
development. t · 

Such things will only happen if the 
Clean Air Act is implemented with con
scious attention to its potential for en
couraging centripetal patterns of growth. 

Redirection of national housing policy. 
After four years of self-congratulation 
over the unprecedented volumes of subsi
dized housing it generated under the 1968 
legisl ation expanding lower income hous
ing subsidies , the Nixon Administration 
abruptly terminated these programs . It did 
so primarily to reduce budget commit-
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ments but rationalized its decision by pro
claiming housing allowances a better 
method of helping the poor obtain decent 
shelter. This was done just as the loca
tional policies imposed by civil rights 
legislation and court decisions were re
quiring the increased suburbanization of 
lower income housing subsidies. The 
Administration ·s preferred leased housing 
program, even if it proves workable in 
stimulating new construction (which is 
widely doubted), is not intended to assist 
homeownership as did the Section 235 
program. It will most probably function 
within the older housing inventory. There 
is also much talk of encouraging substan
tial rehabilitation of structures. 

This deemphasis of new construction 
in the subsidy program is paralleled by an 
apparent indifference to rapidly falling 
unsubsidized housing starts . Homebuild
ers , who traditionally complain in good 
times that the industry is stimulated only 
when necessary to stimulate a lagging 
economy, are now looking in vain for even 
that stimulation . National monetary pol
icy has proved to be a most effective 
slow-growth policy. 

Environmentalism and land preserva
tion. Federal environmental initiatives 
have been more than matched by local 
and state actions prohibiting develop
ment of ecologically valuable or fragile 
land. 

A consensus is emerging across the 
country that some land should be off 
limits to virtually all development because 
of its unique ecological character. The 
preservation of shorelands and wetlands 
in a natural , unspoiled state, especially 
when filling and development can be 
shown to inflict irreversible damage to 
wildlife and estuarine resources , has in
hibited urban expansion in a number of 
areas. Recent decisions in state courts 
have extended the ambit of permissible 
state or local regulation to prevent the 
indiscriminate destruction of such eco-
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logically fragile sites. As a result, in areas 
with environmental citizen action groups 
or wetlands legislation, land that would 
have undergone major development is 
now off limits. 

Other land should be off limits not 
because of its unique ecological value but 
simply because it is poorly located or 
otherwise unable to support ecologically 
responsible development. This includes 
flood plains and impermeable soils
something that planners and architects 
have long known but which now has 
gained greater recognition in law and prac
tice through flood plain zoning. In this 
connection, the federal government has 
major impact on the problem through the 
Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973 . 
Under this act over 12,000 communities 
may be required to enact and enforce 
ordinances to restrict construction of new 
buildings in flood-prone areas . To bring 
an end ~o massive expenditure of federal 
funds for flood disaster relief, the act pro
vides subsidized flood insurance for resi
dents who build their houses and busi
nesses in flood-prone areas without suffi
cient knowledge of the hazard. But this 
insurance is available for structures in 
existing communities only if future de
velopment in those communities is con
trolled to minimize flood losses by ap
propriate restrictions in the building per
mit and subdivision regulation system. 

If a community fails to adopt flood
sensitive regulations after being informed 
by the Department of Housing and Urban 
Development that it has a special flood 
hazard area , no real property loans can 
be made in the designated area by any 
financial institution regulated or insured 
by a federal instrumentality. Potential 
buyers of housing in flood-prone areas 
will thus confront either flood insurance 
premiums (alerting them to the danger) 
or will be unable to obtain mortgage 
financing. The use of such land for low
density urbanization will be immediately 
affected unless engineering overcomes the 
flood danger. Such enginering, however, 
is more likely to be within the means of 
developers working at large scale. This 

could favor higher densities than might 
otherwise occur. 

In the next decade, the need for greater 
quantities of arable agricultural land may 
also become a focus of preservation poli
cies. To maintain the balance of trade in 
the face of skyrocketing prices of im
ported oil may require stepped-up exports 
of food, which many experts believe will 
place unprecedented strains on U.S. agri
cultural production. Some of this strain 
has been reflected in quickly rising U.S. 
food prices, resulting from the increase 
in exports. The federal government has 
therefore discontinued its policy of paying 
farmers not to grow crops. The end of 
these price supports means putting 53.5 
million acres back into production-an 
area the size of Minnesota. 

Fertilizer has made U.S. agricultural 
land enormously productive. The Depart
ment of Agriculture estimates that the 
United States may be short one million 
tons of vital nitrogen-based fertilizers, the 
manufacture of which is based on oil. 
With less fertilizer, more land will be 
needed to produce the same volume. 

Many urban areas were settled in high!: 
fertile valleys, or are encroaching on 
them. The rising value of farmland adja
cent to cities may greatly increase the cost 
of such land for urban uses, increasing 
market pressures for higher densities to 
carry land costs . The continued removal 
of farmland even at higher prices also 
could eventually prompt new regulatory 
approaches to prevent or deter develop
ment because farmland is a "critical re
source. " The possibility of using this ra
tionale for controlling the low-density 
spread of metropolitan areas is worthy of 
fu rther examination. 

The foregoing policies seem to contain 
the seeds of a way to encourage some of 
the ingredients of the urban vision previ
ously described. But our complicated 
society is split not only into a federal 
system but also into political crosscurrent: 
that respect few traditional liberal-con-



~arrowly based water 
tuality plans and locally 
rnposed growth limits 
ould bring a new 
xplosion of sprawl. 

rvative ideological distinctions. For 
'ery policy impact there is also an equal 
· opposite policy impact, sometimes 
·omoted by the same government if not 
e same agency. Let us examine some 
)licies that seem to have centrifugal 
ndencies. 
Water pollution control and managed 

owth. Sewage treatment facilities have 
:come a major capital cost in many 
.burbs , largely because of federal water 
rnlity standards. Under the 1972 Water 
)llution Control Act, the federal govern
ent can enforce these standards by seek
g a court-ordered moratorium on sewer 
>okups where discharge permit condi
rns have been exceeded. But after set-
1g high standards, the federal govern
ent has now proceeded to impound 
nds appropriated to enable localities to 
eet them . The result has been sewer 
oratoriums that severely affect the price 
1d pattern of land development, particu
rly for housing. Many of these morato
Jms furnish convenient ecological 
cuses for suburbs to divert residential 
owth for economic or social reasons. 
The sewer moratorium highlights what 

>servers of urban growth policy have 
ng noted: Sewers can determine the pace 
1d direction of growth . EPA has begun 
recognize this by establishing "growth

lated conditions" in discharge permits. 
1ese conditions require the municipal 
:rmittee to make adjustments in its land 
e and development policies where sew
:e treatment facility overload is either 
1minent or actual because of growth. 
This incipient step toward a water 

1ality related growth management pro
am, it should be noted, concerns itself 
1ly with reducing water impurity. Be
use of this it may militate against ap
opriate densities because localities may 
~w such densities only quantitatively-

that is, lower densities on individual par
cels mean fewer people generating less 
wasteload. Thus, higher-density develop
ments , with greater open space, viewed as 
a desirable objective in a regional context, 
may be defeated or at least severely limited 
by narrowly based water quality planning. 
Although EPA has created a land use 
office, there is at present little indication 
that it will require sewer capacity plan
ning to respond to regional growth objec
tives . Nothing is being done to encourage 
sewer agencies to adopt policies that guide 
growth into more rational patterns. 

In the short run , the lack of sewers 
beyond the existing service area could 
have a centripetal impact on future growth 
in some regions where both central city 
and suburban areas use the same treat
ment facility under allocation agreements . 
Jn such regions, it is possible that locali
ties under the greatest growth pressures in 
recent years have exceeded or will soon 
exceed their allocated wasteloads , thereby 
encouraging some infilling of the already 
built-up area. But it is far more likely that 
severe constraints on development at the 
metropolitan fringe will have a centrifugal 
rather than centripetal impact-that is, 
suburban developers deprived of oppor
tunities on closer-in land will follow their 
usual course of seeking farftung cheap 
land (serviced by septic fields) . There is 
some indication that this is already 
happening. 

Admittedly, there is seldom any linkage 
between sewer policy and land use con
trols in a single region. Model state legis
lation could be drawn up to forge this 
linkage, having in view the "growth unit" 
as the ideal scale of development. If a 
priority for sewer hookups were given to 
developments at this scale, for example, it 
could be a powerful stimulus for quality 
development in high growth areas. 

Local controlled growth regulations. 
New policies to control development per 
se are emerging in many communities, 
apart from water-related sewer morato
riums. These policies generally are a reac
tion to recent rapid growth which has 
changed the character of previously rural 
or semi rural areas, distressing older (and 

even recent) residents . New schools , 
roads , sewers and other urban services 
drive tax rates up in so short a time that 
their initially low base is forgotten . 

Controlled growth policies take many 
forms , from simple to highly sophisticated. 
The simplest is the outright moratorium 
on the issuance of building permits or the 
granting of rezonings of subdivision ap
provals. Usually these ''breathing spell" 
moratoriums are rationalized by the lo
cality's confession that it has been dis
appointed in its past ability to manage 
growth and wants to rethink its policies 
and try again. Since metropolitan growth 
has pushed into many formerly semirural 
jurisdictions that lacked staff or regula
tions to plan and control development , an 
admission of past failure is perhaps under
standable. Often, however, it is merely a 
political expedient to slow growth without 
improving its quality. 

Another device is the transfer of more 
and more general infrastructure costs , or 
" impact fees, " on to consumers who pur
chase houses in a subdivision . This tech
nique can therefore be used by communi
ties to reduce the volume of housing con
structed within their jurisdictions, because 
it tends to assure that whatever housing 
is produced serves a limited upper-income 
market, or that newcomers will pay " at 
the front end" for urban infrastructure 
that older residents may have deferred 
through bonding. 

A trend to impose large burdens on 
new developments-particularly those at 
large scale-can seriously undercut the 
AJA "growth unit" model. It can encour
age piecemeal development to escape this 
burden, or it can price large develop
ment's scale beyond the reach of a whole
some economic mix of purchasers. To the 
extent that such requirements are imposed 
by localities experiencing growth pres
sures, they might tend to divert develop
ment to land possibly even further re
moved from existing urbanized areas. 

Another controlled growth device is the 
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It depends on the out
come of a tug-of-war 
between conflicting forces 
pulling at the patterns 
of growth. 

"building cap. " Under this approach a 
locality tries to ration the number of 
building permits it grants over a period of 
years or permanently. The theory on 
which such ordinances are based is that 
it is possible to establish the "optimum 
population" of a locality. The standards 
for determining what such optimums may 
be usually cannot withstand close exami
nation. In a recent Christian Science 
Monitor poll , 4 7 percent of the respond
ents agreed with the statement that "each 
community, through democratic process , 
should determine its own population 
limit .. . even if that may limit the oppor
tunity of others to move into the area ." It 
does not take a computer to envision the 
impact on metropolitan form of permit
ting each locality to set its population 
limit , with the artificially low densities 
that flow inevitably from bui lding caps. 
Sprawl would almost certainly be exacer
bated . In the only court decision thus far 
on the legality of a building cap, a lower 
federal court has invalidated Petaluma, 
Calif .'s policy because it interfered with 
the ability of others to migrate and settle 
in the San Francisco housing market area, 
of which it is a part. The decision on the 
appeal of this case will have great implica
tions for growth policy. 

By far the most sophisticated controlled 
growth device is "development timing. " 
This approach to growth control has been 
upheld by the highest court in New York 
in a case involving Ramapo township. 
U nder development timing, the pace of 
development permission is dependent on 
the relationship between the land and 
certain public faci lities . The locality at
tempts to determine development patterns 
by its capital budget and plan rather than 
having private development dictate its 
facilities program. This is potentially a 
powerful tool to curb leapfrog subdivisions 
because it defers the development of un-
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serviced parcels. Owners of land located 
at great distance from public facilities 
must wait until they are installed before 
the locality will grant development per
mission. 

Development timing within a single 
jurisdiction can eliminate leapfrog de
velopment-the skipping over by devel
opers of serviced land in favor of cheaper 
outlying unserviced land. Unfortunately, 
if the spatial controls underlying the tim
ing regulations do not call for higher den
sities at certain locations, and for con
struction of the facilities to serve them, 
this new device can reinforce low-density 
sprawl by making eventual rezoning to 
higher densities totally impossible. 

Inherent in development timing is the 
public commitment to finance and to pro
vide the public facilities to support 
growth. What remains unsolved, how
ever, ii; whether a locality should be per
mitted to decide how much growth it will 
absorb and support with urban facilit ies 
and services regardless of regional needs. 
If it does not absorb a " fair share" of 
overall growth, it might divert develop
ment pressures outward, with unfortunate 
centrifugal effects. 

Conclusion. In the absence of an ar
ticulated national growth policy, or even 
a national land use policy, a number of 
growth-shaping policies and forces are 
emerging in the United States. Some are 
both so subtle and massive , or so de
pendent on world politics , that it would 
be folly to pretend to predict their effects. 
O thers, however, are coming into being 
with little attention to how they may, or 
could, reshape urban settlements to make 
them more efficient and humane. 

Economic belt-tightening could lead to 
urban belt-tightening as well. Russell 
Train, EPA administrator, recently ob
served: " One thing is certain: the days of 
uncontained sprawl are over. We are 
moving, instead, toward patterns of 
growth that will cluster closer and closer 
together the broad range of services and 
opportunities that we must now travel so 
far and so often to enjoy." 

As much as one would like to agree, 
the days of sprawl are far from numbered. 

Market pressure to use raw land, rather 
than built-up land, for major develop
ments in metropolitan areas will remain 
intense. It is far easier and cheaper to 
build on open land than to "infill," reha
bi litate or clear for reuse more centrally 
located sites served by obsolete utilities 
and surrounded by possibly confining 
uses or protesting neighbors . 

Also, an almost cul tural distaste for 
urban densities in the United States mak1 
it increasingly difficult to gain political 
acceptance for land-conserving develop
ments in either outlying or central loca
tions . And taxpayers in existing commur. 
ties are reluctant to shoulder the burdens 
of new roads, mass transit, schools, fire 
stations and other facilities and services 
required by growth . This reinforces the 
spread of people thinly into many differ
ent taxing jurisdictions as each tries to 
keep down its own population. 

But new tools and a new climate of 
opinion for containing sprawl are begin
ning to emerge. Whether they will be 
exploited depends a great deal on the 
design profession's involvement in fash
ioning and supporting energy-sensitive 
land and development policies to achievt 
centripetal ~ather than centrifugal effects 
For example, important policy decisions 
under the requirements of federal air anc 
water legislation should be made in the 
context of regional growth plans and wit 
conscious assessment of their impact on 
sprawl. Growing interest in the use of 
regulations or land acquisition programs 
to preserve vital farm land can set the 
stage for better public understanding of 
the need to link this approach with more 
efficient and equitable use of built-up or 
skipped-over land in the urbanized area. 
And mass transit may gain new support 
from environmental policies if they are 
keyed to centripetal objectives. 

These things can happen if urban de
signers look to the future of urban form 
in the largest sense, and if policy makers 
are made conscious of the spatial impli
cations of their acts. D 



Lhe Varied and Early 
;oJar Energy Applications 
)f Northern New Mexico 

ffrey Cook, AJA 

1e largest collection of amateurs and 
ofessionals actively involved in the ap
cation of solar energy probably can be 
_md in the northern half of New Mex-
J. Unlike solar interest elsewhere, en
Jsiasts in New Mexico have built their 
~as-much in the 19 50s and '60s before 
; current excitement about solar energy. 
nong the reasons for this interest may 
the extremes of climate, the high inso

ion , the non urban character of human 
:tlements and the low-keyed economy, 
1ich tend to emphasize conservatism 
d self-dependence. 
Typically, solar energy is associated 
th the broader ramifications of energy 
nservation and conversion. In New 
exico, especially, solar energy is part of 
; larger issue of energy management 
d conservation of resources. Thus , 
nd power; self-sufficiency in food , land 
d water conservation ; and the economy 
materials are concepts interrelated with 
lar applications. 
At least part of the interest in these 
; as has been supported by a portion of 
; population which is not native born 
t has been attracted to New Mexico as 
luiet oasis within the maelstrom of 
·stindustrial American society. As a re
It, solar energy is an interdisciplinary 
:erest shared by persons with a variety 
professional backgrounds. 
The input of scientists from the Atomic 
1ergy Commission at Los Alamos and 

Nonsponsored, self-structured activity 
is the epitome of solar success in New 
Mexico. It is no accident , perhaps, that 
such solar efflorescence of amateur and 
professional involvement is part of a long 
tradition of personal autonomy and self
sufficiency. The recent international in
terest in low energy solutions to human 
life support systems only underlines the 
distinct regional impulses that are opera
tive in the Southwest and focused in a part 
of this quiet state. 

It is difficult to trace historically these 
values because they are products of the 
matrix of time and place, culture and 
economy. Rather than a linear develop
ment , there is a broad front of solar ac
tivity that ranges the spectrum of intent 
and accomplishment. One of the fathers 
of New Mexico's grass roots cultural form 
is the planner Peter van Dresser, who de
scribes himself as a "40-year-ago drop
out from the Eastern megalopolis. " He 
associates the reaffirmation of land attach
ment in New Mexico with the decen
tralist-distributist movement of Depres
sion years in this country. He is an 
advocate of " undevelopment," whereby 
vi llages and towns would change toward 
a more self-provisioning system. He re
sents trucking bread from Albuquerque 
to El Rito. 

Jn 1949, van Dresser began a "bio
techn ical" house in El Rito that generated 

its own electricity and was intended to be 
solar-heated. The solar aspect was never 
completed, but his later "sun-tempered 
house" has been in continuous and satis
factory operation with a variety of tenants 
since its completion in 1958 on Armenta 
Lane, off Canyon Road in Santa Fe. Un
like the slick appearances and hardware 
of other contemporary domestic solar ex
periments, this is a small adobe structure. 
It integrates the thermal tempering char
acteristics of an indigenous style, with a 
minimum of high technology materials 
and gadgetry. The sun was intended to 
provide two-thirds of the annual heating, 
the balance coming from the auxiliary 
means of a fireplace or small gas heater. 

The one-story house uses two tilted 
air collector panels on its roof. The air 
transfers heat to rock pile storage under 
the brick floor, which serves as a radiant 
surface for the kitchen and bathroom 
space. Under the living space, ordinary 
three-inch galvanized downspouting has 
been used as an air duct grid for radiant 
heating of the brick floor that is set in 
sand. Air flow down from the roof collec
tors is encouraged by small 80-watt squir
rel cage blowers . Solar warmed air is used 
also to preheat the domestic hot water by 
circulating a copper double-helix water 
coil through the warm air supply. Santa 
Fe has a great deal of freezing weather, 
but the air collectors suffer no freezing 

; Sandia Labs in Albuquerque goes well 
yond the technical. Also, several of the 
mmunes in the area, whose concern is 
imarily social, have been involved. 

Peter van Dresser's 1958 sun-tempered house in Santa Fe is probably the longest 
continuous solar-operated building in the U.S.A. 

1en there are contributions by several 
jependent inventors and innovators , 
ch as Steve Baer of Albuquerque, Peter 
n Dresser of E l Rito and Robert Reines 
Barton, who have regional if not na
•nal reputations. And last there are the 
veral associations of design profes
mals , such as Bridgers & Paxton in Al
querque and Sun Mountain Design in 
.nta Fe, who have executed the most 
actical concepts in solar buildings . 

r. Cook is professor of architecture at 
e College of Architecture, Arizona State 
1iversity, Tempe. 
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problems . Typically, the collectors pro
vide daytime air that is heated between 
120 to 150 degrees. 

A philosophical parallel can be found 
in the multidisciplinary, nonprofit cor
poration in Santa Fe known as Sun Moun
tain Design. Talents on the team include 
architects, engineer, physicist, developer, 
land use planner, furniture maker and 
business manager. The goal is high-per
formance building with low energy inputs . 
The team is concerned with the energy 
burned in making building materials, as 
we ll as the efficiency of the building 
throughout its life. Its passive energy ap
proach is completely sympathetic with the 
traditional forms and materials of old 
Santa Fe architecture. In 1973 , Sun 
Mountain designed about 20 projects, 
two of which have been built in Santa Fe. 

Both of these projects also use tilted 
solar air collectors that feed through verti
cul ducts to under-floor rock pile storage, 
in a system similar to the earlier van 
Dresser sun-tempered house. The collec
tor area eq uals approximately half the 
floor area. One building, at 631 Santa Fe 
Trai l, is a modest 340-square-foot office 
addition to an existing adobe structure 
that uses precast pumice walls. The other 
is a guest house for a family at 1330 
Cerro Gordo Road. It is a particular jewel 
of conservatism-an 1870 log cabin that 
has been moved from the country into 
Santa Fe's hi sto ric suburban district. It 
is not like any other building in the area, 
but its design passed the histo rical com
mission. The roughly squared logs are 
chinked with fiberglass , and the south 
slope of the roof is entirely solar collector. 
The history of self-sufficiency has come 
full circle. 

In contrast to the Santa Fe activities 
are the urbane and more technically com
plex productions around Albuquerque. 
Early in 1954, active design work was 
begun with preliminary thermal calcula
tions by Bridgers & Paxton , a mechanical 
engineering firm. Its "solar building," 
completed in 19 5 6, was designed by the 
architectural firm of Stanley & Wright. 
How appropriate that mechanical engi
neers should be so well accommodated in 
such a mechanical marvel. The control 
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In Santa Fe, solar systems 
in sympathy with 
indigenous architecture; 
in Albuquerque a more 
complex, urbane approach. 

room of the building looks like the center 
of a submarine ; the architectural expres
sion otherwise is clean and strong. 

Aside from the solar water collectors, 
the building uses items of standard manu
facture. The system includes three-day 
heat storage, a heat pump for refrigeration 
and to boost heating efficiencies and an 
evaporative water cooler. The interior 
can be cooled while the sun's heat is being 
stored for later use. The building received 
over 90 percent of its heat from the sun, 
and the system ran successfully for a 
number of years. But when the collectors 
developed leaks and when the cost of 
natural gas persisted at bargain rates, the 
system was converted to conventional 
fuel. Now the solar collectors are to be 
repaired and the system restored to its 
original solar splendor. Similarly, as solar 
engineers, the firm's professional services 
are being obtained for major commissions 
where large areas of solar collectors pro
vide the energy source for heating and 
cooling'. 

A different kind of professional service 
is offered by Zomeworks, a nonestablish
ment corporation headed by Steve Baer. 
Zomeworks as a group effort in structural 
and solar heating systems grew out of 
work done at communes: Drop City in 
Colorado and Lama and Manera Neuva 
in New Mexico. 

Zome structures are a mathematical 
extension of Buckminster Fuller's geodes
ics, which result in a crystalline three
dimensional enclosure geometry. Zome
works' involvement in solar energy is at 
least as comprehensive: inventing, design
ing, fabricating, testing and consulting in 
solar ideas. Zomeworks is an action effort 
in use of techniques and technology to 
move toward a life-adaptive society. 
Among the recent architectural configura
tions from Zomeworks are two houses 
and a greenhouse. 

The Monte Vista Greenhouse is an 
educational extension of an experimental 
school sponsored by the S. W. Coopera
tive Education Lab. The greenhouse is 
the first architectural demonstration of 
George Vlastos' "beadwall," which is a 
simple transparent wall that uses movable 
insulation to control heat flow. The wall 

A reconstructed 1870 log cabin became 
a solar-heated guest house for the Allers 
family of Santa Fe in 1974. The southerr. 
facing roof slope accommodates 432 sq. 
ft. of solar collector to condition 650 sq. 
ft. of floor area. 

Old hand-shaped logs are chinked with 
fiberglass for the solar log house in Santa 
Fe's historic suburban district. 



•ecast pumice concrete is an economical 
zd highly effective local material in Santa 
~ for such energy-conscious structures as 
is modest solar office addition. 

The "headwall" of the Monte Vista Green
house is a direct and passive solar collec
tor completely integrated in this facility 
for an experimental school program . 

The concept of mobile insulation is the 
principle in the patented "headwall" sys
tem of the Monte Vista Greenhouse. 

The pioneer Bridgers & Paxton office 
building of 1956 uses 800 sq . ft. of solar 
collector to heat and cool 4,300 sq . ft. of 
floor space. 
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consists of vertical and sloped south
facing sheets of clear Filon, with a three
inch cavity. The cavity is filled with Styro
foam beads at night to provide an insu
lated wall with a U factor of approxi
mately 0.1. The beads are sucked or 
blown by vacuum cleaner motors and are 
stored in adjacent tanks (see cover). 

The Monte Vista Greenhouse is a 
modest 1 Ox24 feet in plan, having no 
auxiliary heating or cooling. Drums of 
water against the inside north wall serve 
as thermal stabilizer to flatten the diurnal 
temperature variations. Architecturally, 
the building is clear, playful and resolved . 
The most stimulating and memorable en
vironmental experience is to be inside 
when the headwall moves. The air-blow
ing motors provide an audio track to the 
visual show of spiraling white clouds that 
fill up the transparent cavities to blanket 
the interior. 

Movable insulation is also a major ele
ment in Steve and Holly Baer's own home 
on the plateau behind Corrales, overlook
ing the whole valley of Albuquerque. The 
Baer house has been published exten
sively, typically as the prototype solar 
house of the future. The faceted alumi
num panels of the zome geometry make a 
photogenic subject inside and out. How
ever, the esthetic experience of spatial 
revelation and continuity in the succession 
of zomes is even more satisfactory than 
the static reflections of photographs. 

As a solar heated building, the Baer 
house uses large glass windows to allow 
the sun to warm racks of water drums. At 
night, the glass walls are covered by rais
ing large insulating shutters, which, 
during the day, lie on the ground as re
flectors. Such a passive system uses only 
a pulley to rig the movable insulation 
walls. It is an architecture that is run like 
a sailing ship. 

Several other devices contribute to the 
thermal stability: Both the exposed con
crete floor and adobe walls (inside the 
aluminum panels) add to the thermal ca
pacity of heat stored in the water drums. 
Each zome has a vent at the top that is 
hand-operated by a rope for ventilation, 
and the roof has several "skylids." Skylids 
are another Zomeworks product and con-
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sist of insulated louvres under a skylight. 
When the temperature between the louvre 
and the skylight is higher than the interior 
temperature, the louvres automatically 
stay open to allow the heat into the inte
rior. Otherwise, they stay closed. The 
Baer house also uses solar hot water heat
ers and a windmill for partial power gen
eration. 

The esthetic interests of the Baer house 
together with its technical innovations 
have tended to overshadow the house next 
door that belongs to Professor Paul and 
Mary Davis who used Steve Baer as a con
sultant for their solar heated design . The 
unassuming Davis house is largely owner 
built. It has a modest total of 1,000 
square feet and two floors and has al
ready been successfully operating for two 
years on its solar air collectors and rock 
bed storage. Because the view is to the 
south, the collector is below the main 
floor, and the rock storage forms the floor 
of the south-facing porch. The vernacular 
and woodsy style of the house is in com
plete contrast with the assembly of shin
ing crystals of the neighboring Baer house. 
The sblar air heating system of the Davis 
house works by means of gravity flow, 
without the benefit of fans. As a building, 
it works absolutely silently. The heat flows 
gently upward . The only controls are 
strings and dampers to open the ducts . 
The warm interior has a homey ski lodge 
character-open kitchen, balcony bed
rooms, walls of books and rugged fi replace. 

And, finally , there are the most com
prehensive, intense and remote building 
experimenters among these New Mexico 
solar pioneers-Integrated Life Support 
Systems, located on two acres in the 
chaparral country some 20 miles east of 
Albuquerque. This is a private research 
organization whose director of research is 
Robert Reines and whose one-time direc
tor of philosophy was Jay Baldwin. There 
is complete dedication and certain fanati
cism in the quest for perfection, in the · 
ruthless attention to documentation and 
the insistence upon measuring all costs , 
financial and social. Solar is seen as only 
one part of a complete alternative energy 
integrity at Integrated Life Support Sys
tems. Ultimately, that integrity will be 

The geometry of the Baer house is zor. 
hedron structure that goes beyond Fu/ 
geodesics in allowing efficient asymme 
cal dome shapes. 

The controls for the solar-heated Davi 
house consist of strings to open and d 
dampers; there are no fans or thermos 



Two adjacent solar houses 
of contrasting fonn and 
character, and a remote 
and intense experimental 
r~arch group. 

Passive solar storage in 55-gallon drums 
provides an interior expression of the Baer 
house's heating system, visually and 
thermally complementing the adobe walls 
and aluminum sandwich ceiling planes. 

The patented "skylid" in the Beach house 
is an unpowered automatic solar heat 
trap. Louvers are tipped by the weight of 
freon that condenses in one of the con
nected sealed cannisters. 

In the Davis house, the passive solar air 
collector and its thermal storage are under 
the south-facing porch. 
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Solar applicatiom as part 
of a qu~ for life-support 
systems 'that reconsider 
man's relatiomhip 
to the earth.' 

The performance standards of automobiles and airplanes are applied to buildings by Integrated Life Support Systems. 

all-inclusive. As yet, there is little effort 
in terms of food production, but heat and 
electricity are totally supplied by solar 
and wind devices. It took two years to 
figure out how to start a table saw. 

Integrated Life Support Systems was 
the recipient of a competitive grant from 
the profits of the Last Whole Earth 
Catalogue . There are no esthetic illusions 
and none about parading before the world 
with all the answers. They are not ready 
to publish. Everything is neat and tidy. 
The two 31-foot diameter silvery domes 
are actually steel prefab silo tops lined 
with three inches of foam insulation and 
porthole windows that can take 160 miles
per-hour gales. One dome is used as a 
house, the other as a workshop. A third 
dome houses the enormous investment in 
storage batteries and other electrical para
phernalia for wind generation. 

Integrated Life Support Systems has 
three windmills. Solar energy is collected 
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by three ranges of freestanding tilted fluid 
collectors that step up the hill. Much 
more discrete is the curved collector that 
is an integral part of one of the domes. 
Winter is intense and summer is hot at 
this location in New Mexico, but no fuels 
are burned to support life or work. Ad
mittedly, fuels had to be consumed else
where to provide the materials. 

Throughout northern New Mexico 
there are many other solar experiments, 
communal and private, crude and sophis
ticated, established and unfinished. They 
are all part of a broad attitude in this 
special state that hears a different drum
mer. Support for solar experimentation in 
New Mexico has come mainly from the 
state legislature. Recently, however, the 
Four Corners Commission, established by 
the federal economic development com
mission, has agreed to fund a research 
program in "energy-conserving home 
building techniques in rural New Mexico." 

The program is being conducted by 
the Ghost Ranch conference center in 
Abiquiqui through a four-man technical 
committee with Peter Van Dresser as 
coordinator. Its first step· will be "develor 
ment of a range of prototype designs for 
dwellings incorporating solar and other 
energy-conserving principles, which can 
be built largely of indigenous materials 
and are generally within the capabilities < 
local craftsmanship and are harmonious 
with regional tradition." 

There are two important concepts il
lustrated by the solar architecture of Nev 
Mexico. First is the fact that applied 
solar energy is in practice a part of a 
much larger philosophic commitment 
about life support systems that reconside 
man's relationship to this earth. And sec
ond is that such a philosophic and, there
fore, technical commitment can result in 
architectural expressions as diverse in 
character as they are rich in meaning. D 



Student Energy Competition: 
'New, Sometim~ Risky Solutions' 

To encourage awareness of energy use in 
the built environment, the Association of 
Student Chapters/ AIA recently con
ducted a national energy conservation 
competition. Open to any student enrolled 
in a school of architecture, the competi
tion was judged on the responsiveness of 
the student designer to conservation needs 
as expressed graphically in the design 
presentation and in a written explanatory 
statement of the measures taken. 

The jury, chaired by Caren Yglesias, 
a student at Virginia Polytechnic Insti
tute, included: Larry Degelman, engineer 
and faculty member at the school of archi
tecture, University of Maryland; John P. 
Eberhard, AIA, president of the AIA Re
search Corporation; Frank Powell, chief 
of the thermal engineering section, Na
tional Bureau of Standards; Richard Stein, 
F AIA, New York architect and authority 
on energy conservation in the built en
vironment; and Kevin Weiler, student at 
the University of Maryland. 

The five winning entries that are pre
sented on the following pages are a "good 
cross section of the kinds of ways that we 
are looking at the problem of energy con
servation measures," said Eberhard. He 
pointed out that some of the students 
looked at applications of solar energy, 
some at total energy possibilities. Others 
applied energy conservation methods to a 
particular building, and some "took 
unique approaches." 

As Eberhard remarked, "Most profes
sionals are pleasantly surprised by stu
dents involved in productive activity. Such 
was my impression of the jurors' reaction 

r 

to the submissions." He also offered a 
word of advice to students: "Clearly, stu
dents should take advantage of their 
comfortable tolerance and not remain 
satisfied with traditional attitudes of en
ergy conservation and its application. It 
is one matter to thoroughly research infor
mation available on a given topic and im
plement it or even allow it to generate 
your building design. It is another matter 
to grab the essence, the concept of the 
problem, and seek an involvement that is 
your own game, your own vocabulary. At 
this stage of architectural development, 
expertise is limited in almost any area of 
student concern." 

And juror Powell remarked: "In the 
time given for work on the competition, at 
most a student can learn what another 
has discovered. This competition was an 
opportunity for students to have their 
methods of design and techniques of pre
sentation tested by experts of the profes
sion. This competition was the responsi
bility of students to wake up those experts 
to new, sometimes risky, ways of looking 
and ways of solving. It's µp to the students 
to challenge the established use of energy 
and established means of conservation. 

"The jury felt the winning projects 
came closest to this attitude. They were 
the best examples of thorough investiga
tion, innovative approaches and graphic 
communications. The best work of stu
dents, as students." 

Insofar as possible, the students' own 
words have been used to present their 
concepts within a limited space. Mary E . 
Osman 

Among the winners, a single-family farming complex (see next page). 
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A Prototypical Single 
Family Fanning Complex 
Rex Jam~ Hall 
Oklahoma State University 

Located in the climatic and terrain con
ditions of northern Oklahoma and south
ern Kansas, the farming complex houses 
on a year-round basis dairy cows, beef 
cattle, hogs, poults, hens and horses. The 
below-grade structure is placed on the 
leeward side of the hill for wind protec
tion, and trees are used as a windbreak. 
Shadow boxes and roof overhangs on the 
south and west exposures are shading de
vices . A water circulation system in the 
roof decking cools the roof and the green
house, and acts as insulation. Exterior 
above-grade walls contain insulation ma
terial, which continues below-grade past 
the depth of the frost line. 

The self-sustaining energy system uses 
conventional electrical and gas supplies 
only for backup purposes. The principal 
inputs are solar energy, wind energy and 
methane gas that is produced from the 
fermentation of animal wastes. Supple
menting one another by methods of en
ergy conversion and storage, the sources 
form an interlocking energy system. 

Sixteen wind chargers at the crest of a 
hill, two wind chargers supported by poles 
and 1Ox10-foot solar cell panels mounted 

north section-elevation 

south elevation 

east elevation 

we~! el~vation 
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to track the sun's path are the primary 
sources of the electrical system. Power 
provided to the power station by these 
inputs is regulated and distributed, stored 
in batteries or converted into hydrogen by 
electrolysis. Hydrogen can be converted 
back into electricity by means of a fuel 
cell. Electricity can also be supplied by a 
methane-gas-driven engine running a 
generator. 

Methane gas, produced by animal 
waste, is collected in eight large tanks that 
are supplied through a manure collection 
system that starts at the slotted floors of 
the livestock pens and is piped down to 
the fermentation tanks . Vehicles and 
equipment are run primarily by methane. 

A well, operated by a windmill, sup
plies water, and a holding tank provides 
a two-day supply. To get required pres
sure at distribution points, air is pumped 
into the tank to give head pressure. 

A solar heat collector is located on the 
south and west exposures of the roof. The 
dark metal deck absorbs the heat and 
transmits it to the water that circulates 
through the decking. Hot water is stored 
in a large heat sink in the house zone. 

west section 

Systems Circu lation Diagram 

floor plan 

••••• traffi c circulat ion 

- animal waste system 

- feed distribution pattern 

scale: 1 inch = 16 feet 
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\ Day Care Center 
William F. Rogers 
md Kim Wong 
:omell University 

'he designers keep "sun and wind in 
iind" in both the siting and structure of 
ie day care center, located in northern 
Tew York state. The valleylike site has 
x:isting dynamic environmental patterns 
iat are accented to reduce, avoid and 
Jlve many of the environmental prob
:ms normally overloaded onto a mechan
:al system. The intent is for the mechani-
11 system to be only a backup, thereby 
~ducing energy use to a minimum. 

The structure, which contains a multi
urpose space and classroom and admin
tration areas, is sited on a southern 
ope with a 12-degree southeast orienta
on to allow for maximum heat gain in 
1inter, with the southern and western 
ides of the building flexibly opened to the 
1n's rays. Heat loss is diminished by the 
urial underground of the building's 
orthern side. Both structure and ever
reen trees protect the entrance, parking 
nd pedestrian areas from northwest 
'ind and snow. And in summer, the rows 
f trees capture maximum wind, and 
·ees on the west give sun protection. 
In summer, the building's exterior 

Juthern louvers and protected northern 
~:ylights give maximum sun protection. 
'he west wall and the northern wind
atchers capture the wind and circulate 
through the multipurpose area, pulling 

ir from classrooms and offices. 
On a winter's sunny day, the exterior 

mvers are adjusted for maximum sun 
x:posure, and the protected skylights and 
ie adjustible louvers provide maximum 
ght. The multipurpose area, acting as a 
reenhouse, absorbs the sun's heat, and 
oth heat and air are circulated to inte-
or spaces. Warmth from the mechani
ally heated classroom and administration 
reas is circulated in and out. 

A misty winter day will have minimum 
eat loss because the exterior louvers 
lose off outside cold while the radiation 
iping recreates the greenhouse effect. 

The mechanical system feeds directly 
J the classroom and administration areas 
nd to the top of the multipurpose room. 
,ided by the floor radiant heating system, 
~turn air is pulled back to the multi
urpose room. The fresh air system is in
:grated into the supply pattern. 

SE isometric 
ventil ati on 

Summer 

Maximum wind pull ed down over dec iduous tree s. 
(Hori zontal distance: tree height == 7:1) 

Winter 

Minimum wind ente rs build ing since hill c rest li f ts wind up. 
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A Residential Community 
Bob Evans 
Southern California 
Institute of Architecture 

A California residential complex on a 
long and narrow strip of land near the 
ocean features a series of seven clusters 
around a circular, central courtyard. The 
prevailing northwest wind and the open
ness of the site combine to make it an 
ideal spot for maximum use of sun, wind 
and water. 

A typical cluster contains 12 units and 
a community co-op in the center of the 
courtyard. The units are divided into four 
groups of three, forming a sub-courtyard 
for each group. On the south side of each 
unit is a sun collector, and shadows are 
minimized somewhat because the units 
are cone-shaped. 

They took this shape for many reasons. 
First, the sun collector is a series of flat 
trapezoidal-shaped panels wrapped partly 
around the south face to make maximum 

iii 
c: 

"' 0 
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use of the sun all day. Each sun panel 
picks up the heat to warm water for 
heating a unit and supplying hot water 
for domestic use. 

Also, when heat rises in the house, the 
cone acts as an inverted funnel, forcing 
warm air to the highest point. On a cold 
day, the air scoop of the utility core and 
the duct in the damper are closed, re
cycling warm air. On a hot day, they are 
opened to let in fresh air and to force heat 
out a back vent. 

Each unit and the co-op have a rain 
gutter that runs the complete perimeter of 
the unit to collect rain runoff and recycled 
water for storage in the reservoir. A waste 
line takes waste from disposals and chem
ical toilets to a digester where it is chewed 
up, mixed with other organic materials 
and then is taken to a nearby compost. 

The water supply comes into the co-op 
area where it branches out in four direc
tions through a ditch just below the park
ing lot to a smaller area where the wind
mills are located. The windmills both 
produce and store electric power. In this 
area, electric lines join other utility lines, 
branching out again to the utility cores of 
the units. From these cores, the vents, 
convenience outlets, plumbing, etc., feed 
into the living areas. The waste system 
works just the opposite of the supply 
route. 

The co-op is a community bus stop anc 
so convenient that people leave their cars 
at home. It's also a laundromat, and once 
a week the busman picks up groceries 
ordered by the residents and stores them 
in the co-op in freezers to further reduce 
car use. 



~o-Unity 

~chard Loope and 
=>eter Oegg 
i ale University 

co-Unity is defined as the "unification 
' the relationships between organisms 
)eople, plants, animals, shelter) and 
eir environments." The intent is to 
:monstrate that a relatively simple, in
~pensive, readily available and well
sted technology can be integrated into a 
::irkable and viable housing scheme for 
suburban/rural community in Con
:cticut. As a result, the community will 
: as well serviced as if the scheme were 
1sed on conventional energy systems. 
The designers of the proposed housing 
plain that they have approached energy 
•nservation by redefining the primary 
lationships between man and climate, 
:lieving this necessary for the adoption 
a "bio-climatic" solution to energy 

•nservation. Man's shelter "can be re
.rded simply as an additional skin be
·een his body and the elements." Thus, 
:matic factors have been utilized to pro
ie alternate sources of energy rather 
an depending upon the creation of an 
tificial shelter that is dependent upon 
ntralized energy systems and nonre
:wable resources. 
There are technical descriptions of the 
iy in which solar energy can be cap
red, stored and used for heating and 
·oling, of how wind power can be used 
r ventilation, mechanical power and 
~ctricity. There are diagrams to com
ement the specifics of the text on such 
bjects as sun energy, solar collectors, 
Jar energy storage, solar heat and the 
covery of waste heat. So detailed is the 
oposal that the authors have consid-
ed such things as the installation of 
aperies, the design of fireplaces and 
imneys and plans for a solar dryer. 
One way to reduce the consumption of 
ergy, the authors say, is the sharing of 
mmon facilities by the community. This 
aring of resources is "sociologically 
mulating" as well as energy saving. But 
iividual "personalization" of the dwell
~ units is encouraged. 
Damage to the local ecology is kept at 
ninirnum, and food production on the 
1d or in the greenhouse is part of the 
.ousing process ." And waste treatment 
lees place on site to produce fertilizer 
iich is returned to the land. 

'X7 gray water 
household and gard enr.======= 
organic wastes 

wind-powered 
pump andl 
aerator 

~··S~ II 

llma:m!mmall 

aerobic 
digester 

backwash 
.. 11 

recycl ed water 

~··F==================L__J 

2hp moto r gas burner 
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Solar Community 
Douglas Bancel, Nicholas 
Carnevale, Jack Crocker, 
John Davis, Peter Nelson, 
Robert Pritchard and 
Forest Sheldon 
University of Colorado 

The goal of the design of an energy sys
tem for a total community is maximum 
efficiency and minimum waste. The com
munity, powered solely by nondepleting 
natural resources, is laid out with energy 
conservation as the prime planning factor. 
The three critical elements of generation, 
distribution and consumption are inte
grated into a total design synthesis as 
parts of a living, growing system to meet 
the community's energy needs. 

Solar generation is center-oriented 
within the community, and all utility 
channels for distribution are integrated 
into one underground, specifically 
planned and scaled "utilidor." The utility 
center is the central hub of a total energy 
district. Consumption efficiencies are 
optimized by clustering users into larger 
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forms . By resolving the logical user-to
user and user-to-source relationships and 
by establishing a radial utility distribution 
pattern, the total energy system can be 
given static form. 

The basic design decision is the center
oriented generation and distribution area 
that reaches all parts of a district most 
efficiently and with least waste. A hexag
onal grid layout is the optimally efficient 
arrangement of solar generation districts 
adjacent to one another. By combining the 
three-dimensional radial distribution con
cept with the hexagon grid, one total com
munity energy system is formed. Actual 
size and configuration are based upon 
realizable solar generation outputs, dis
tribution distances , proportions of land 
space for high and low level user needs , 

and resistances and hierarchies. 
Distribution distance minimums are 

accomplished with 42 stations, with the 
six main distribution lines acting as con
necting utilidors between interconnectec 
systems. Statistics used to size the hexa
gons and the whole "snowflake" are 
minimums established from data regard 
ing solar energy capabilities, person-to
person ratios , etc. 

Snowflakes interlock for larger com
munity layouts, and several can "melt" 
together to form larger living environ
ments. During growth periods of a sno\\> 
flake or a multitude of snowflakes, enerf 
needs are precisely defined and met witt 
development of new solar collection dis· 
tricts and distribution and consumption 
facilities to complete them. D 



Adaptive Use: Saving Energy 
[and Money) As Well As 
Historic Buildin~ 

\.ndy Leon Harney 

\.daptive use of existing buildings is grow
ng beyond historic preservation into an 
ncreasingly popular alternative to new 
onstruction and a significant area of ar
hitectural endeavor. 

While still a favorite tool of preserva
icinists who want to see historic buildings 
erve as more than shells or museums, 
.daptive use also is being applied to what 
tobert Burley, AIA, calls "background 
•uildings." Burley, chairman of the Insti
ute's commission on environment and 
lesign, recently told a congressional com
nittee that "what originally started out 
. s an effort to preserve America's heritage 
> now becoming a major tool in city 
tlanning, revitalizing downtown areas and 
naking wiser use of present resources." 

Burley's statement contains some clues 
o the motivation for the widening ac
:eptance of adaptive use. Clearly, one has 
1een the energy crisis. Adapting an exist
ng building rather than building from 
cratch can save both energy and materials. 

Another source of support for adaptive 
ise is the environmental movement, with 
ts aversion to highrise buildings. Espe
ially on valuable urban land, the eco
iomics of new construction often require 

vis. Harney is a Washington, D.C., edi
orial consultant and writer. 

taller and larger buildings than what has 
gone before. The environmentalists see 
adaptive use as a means of retaining 
"human scale" in the cities, and call it 
the "recycling" of buildings. 

Arthur Cotton Moore, AIA, of Wash
ington, D.C., cites his adaptation of the 
Cairo Hotel as apartments as a case in 
point (for more on Moore's view and the 
Cairo project see May, p. 5 8). 

The Cairo is Washington's tallest build
ing, rising 160 feet in a neighborhood 
very conscious of maintaining its residen
tial scale. Says Moore, "When I went in 
for a zoning variance to do the adapta
tion, the crowd at the hearing was almost 
grateful after learning of three requests 
for new construction of highrises in the 
neighborhood. 

"If I had asked to build a new struc
ture that tall in the same neighborhood, 
they would have been up in arms. But the 
Cairo was already there-it was familiar." 
The need for familiarity of structures and 
institutions is an increasingly important 
factor for people to preserve a neighbor
hood's unity and stability. The adaptive 
use becomes a way to extend the life not 
only of individual buildings but also whole 
neighborhoods. 

The range of background buildings that 
have been adapted is vast. A torpedo fac-

tory in Alexandria, Va., has been con
verted into an arts center; a movie house 
into a neighborhood museum in Washing
ton, D.C.; a newspaper plant into a res
taurant in San Jose, Calif.; a trolley barn 
into a shopping complex in Salt Lake 
City; a fire station into a church in New 
York City; a warehouse into an indoor 
tennis court in Chicago. 

Gas stations have been converted into 
sausage factories, dry cleaning plants, 
porno movie houses , volunteer fire sta
tions , opticians ' offices, drug stores, gar
den centers, bakeries and teen centers . 

Some well known projects have com
bined new construction with adaptive use 
of existing structures-Ghiradelli Square 
in San Francisco, Underground Atlanta, 
and Washington's Canal Square. 

Recently, Boston Architecture Team, 
Inc., announced the conversion of a large 
single-family home overlooking a harbor 
in Rockport , Mass., into five condomini
ums . The conversion, perhaps the first of 
its kind in the country, offers condomini-

Vacant structures such as old trolley barns 
can be converted into profitable shopping 
areas with sufficient parking space. The 
Salt Lake City "Trolley Square" by Ar
chitects/ Planners Alliance has over 80 
shops and offices, and covers 10 acres. 
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um owners fireplaces, country kitchens, a 
large porch and many other amenities not 
often found in new multifamily residen
tial construction. 

The same firm is converting a former 
church into a combined shopping arcade 
and multifamily dwelling. The 1860 
building has served as a Congregational 
church, a synagogue, commercial shops 
and a bakery and most recently as a rock 
band nightclub. 

The interior will have a new shopping 
arcade on the two lower floors . The for
mer main sanctuary on the third level will 
be split into three floors of apartments. 
The top story will have additional loft 
bedrooms overlooking two-story living/ 
dining rooms. 

One of the most active organizations 
in the area of adaptive use of everyday 
structures has been the Educational Fa
cilities Laboratories (EFL) . The New 
York City-based nonprofit corporation 
was established in 1958 to "encourage 
and guide constructive changes in schools 
and college facilities. " 

EFL's initial emphasis was on new 
construction, but recently it has become 
heavily involved in helping community 
groups adapt existing spaces for educa
tional uses . EFL, in several publications, 
promotes the use of "found spaces" for 
educational purposes. Examples it has 
reported include a girdle factory in Per
hasia, Pa. , turned into an early education 
center; a refrigerator warehouse that is 
now a child development center in Cam
bridge, Mass .; a catering house in the 
Bronx, N.Y., that is now an elementary 
school ; a sardine factory in Robbinston, 
Me ., that is now an elementary school. 
The list goes on and on-supermarkets, 
factories, bathhouses, greenstamp display 
rooms, warehouses, small stores, resi
dences , offices and apartment buildings, 
church properties, farm buildings, all of-

A Cambridge refrigerator factory (top) 
has been converted into a child develop
ment center. A Washington, D.C. , day 
care facility (center) is a converted super
market. The oft-converted Boston building 
(bottom) will become a shopping center 
and residential complex. 
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'he Chattanooga Railroad Station has 
een converted into a group of restaurants 
'1d shops with Victorian gardens and a 
otel with Pullman car suites, including 
ze original Wabash Cannonball Club Car. 

:ring new environments to stimulate the 
:arning experience. 

The most recent contribution made by 
.FL in the area of adaptive use is a re
ort titled Reusing Railroad Stations pre
ared by the architectural firm of Hardy 
[olzman Pfeiffer Associates under a 
rant from the National Endowment for 
ie Arts. The investigation began with the 
asic premise that "America's railroad 
ations are fine examples of architecture 
·hich might be preserved by reuse." It's 
;timated that there are 40,000 stations 
ill standing across the country. 

One of the strongest arguments for 
japtive use is the cost factor, both in 
:rms of construction and long-term in
;!Stment potential. "If it can be demon
:rated that a shell of an existing structure 
·ill reduce the cost per square foot by 

3 or 4 dollars, then you have shown a 
savings which can make a big difference 
in the decision to adapt or start from 
scratch," says Moore. 

However, Giorgio Cavaglieri, F AJA, of 
New York City, cautions that insertion of 
modern mechanical systems and observ
ance of modern building codes may cut 
into savings from adaptive use. 

Cavaglieri, an ardent and longtime 
preservationist, recently pointed out that 
most codes "are written for the purpose 
of defining the construction of new build
ings. Most definitions that restrict build
ing materials, uses and construction pro
cedures are studied and written for the 
purpose of improving the user's protec
tion and safety. When, therefore, an exist
ing building is assigned new purposes or 
uses, it becomes the responsibility of the 
authorities to assure the public that its 
structural and safety characteristics are 
equal to those of new buildings and are 
adequate for the new uses." 

Cavaglieri, whose Astor Library con
version to New York's Shakespeare The-

ater is an outstanding adaptive use, cau
tions that the key to adaptation is in 
retaining the spirit of the building, the 
volumetric relationships and choices of 
materials which blend harmoniously with 
the originals. Adaptive use thus presents 
a whole new set of design challenges to 
the architect. 

Moore acknowledges that the problem 
of integrating new heating, cooling, elec
trical and fire prevention systems into an 
older structure often becomes a major 
stumbling block even after cost and code 
factors have been overcome. "It's like an 
organ transplant,'' he says. "The old 
building wants to reject it. The basic ar
chitectural conception did not incorporate 
these systems. The real question is how 
to accommodate these systems, how to 
graft them onto the existing structures." 

"There are two extremes you can adopt 
as you bring in new systems to an older 
building," says Hugh Hardy, AJA, of 
HH&P. "You can make everything dis
appear, which is often more trouble than 
it's worth, or you can let it all hang out, 
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Harry Weese's Actor's Theatre 
of Louisville . 

which is sometimes difficult because the 
stuff is so aggressive." Hardy's solution 
generally is to "put all the spaghetti in one 
place." 

Architecturally significant structures 
provide clues for the architect to pick up 
and translate. Adaptive use of everyday 
structures presents the challenge of mak
ing a silk purse from a sow's ear. The 
choice then is to "make a dynamic of the 
juxtaposition of old and new and concen
trate on the interior space," says Moore. 
Hardy agrees with the necessity to use a 
"different vocabulary and acknowledge 
that it is something different." 

Hardy cautions against "thinking 
you've got to make it sexy-" and advises 
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architects to "leave things alone. Archi
tects have to throw away certain preju
dices when adapting a building to a new 
use," he says. "For example, you can be a 
lot freer with some of these old buildings 
if you can work with columns instead of 
trying to hide them." 

Faced with the problem of adapting an 
existing everyday building, Hardy prefers 
the challenge of great cavernous buildings 
in which space can be used in a variety of 
ways, through double decks, mezzanines, 
changing levels, etc. "The hardest struc
tures to adapt are the rabbit warrens, 
the tiny places with a lot of little cells, 
because no matter what you do, you still 
have a lot of little cells . 

"I think we are going to see a lot more 
adaptive uses of everyday buildings," says 
Hardy, "because after all, they are what 

gives a community its character. If we 
limited adaptive uses to great buildings, 
we would rapidly lose the scale and sensE 
of community that ordinary buildings 
provide." 

Acquiring buildings for adaptive use 
sometimes can be complicated, but sev
eral new devices for doing so are emerg
ing. One is the swap. In Louisville, Ky., 
for example, the Actor's Theatre wanted 
to convert a bank building into its home 
stage. The bank's owner, the Louisville 
Credit Men's Association, had complete! 
depreciated the building since acquiring 
it in 1936. To sell the bank outright 
would have meant incurring a large capi
tal gains liability. 

So the theater group offered to build 
the association a new building elsewhere 
roughly equivalent in value to the bank 



1e Old Spaghetti Factory restaurant 
ain has adapted the old Mercury News 
mt, San Jose (top, left column); a ware
•use, Portland, Ore. (center, left 
lumn); a cable car barn, Denver (above) 
d a Spokane warehouse (right). 

d then trade. The group's architect, 
1rry Weese, FAIA, of Chicago, inte
ated a neighboring warehouse into his 
sign for the bank-to-theater adaptation, 
ving it too from probable destruction. 
~spite the elaborate exchange, Weese 
ys, the theater group got its new home 
r substantially less than a new facility 
mid have cost. 
Moore has developed a plan for reuse 
entire city blocks through the sale of 
: rights. The unused spaces behind and 
tween buildings-alleys, courts, drive-

ways-would be used for a new structure 
set on pilings. Occupants of the houses 
or businesses in the block would sell the 
air rights over these spaces, using the 
money to rehabilitate their own proper
ties. City treasuries would get increased 
revenues from the new construction and 
an entire block would be renewed while 
preserving the scale and architectural 
character of the city. 

Surplus government properties owned 
by local governing bodies or the federal 
government also can be a source of build
ings for adaptive use. Last year, accord
ing to the New York Times, purchasers 
of surplus New York City properties 
paid a total of $8.8 million for everything 
from a vacant firehouse to an unused 
armory. 

Surplus historic federal properties also 
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The above sketch by Arthur Cotton 
Moore/ Associates illustrates Moore's 
concept of adaptive use for an entire city 
block. The scale of the old city is retained, 
while the new building rises behind it, 
resting on pilings. Moore's plan involves 
the sale of air rights by owners of the 
older shops, providing them with funds 
for much needed rehabilitation. 

can be acquired virtually free for adaptive 
use by lower levels of government and 
nonprofit groups for revenue-producing 
purposes under 1972 legislation. 

Vacant properties also can often be 
purchased for tax arrears or for minimal 
sums from private owners and realtors . 
At the peak of the gasoline shortage, for 
example, Clyde Smith, head of an indus
trial and commercial real estate firm in 
Harrisburg, Pa., offered to purchase local 
abandoned gas stations from major oil 
companies. He is currently closing sales 
on stations that will be converted into 
bicycle shops, drug stores, tire stores, re
tail shops and laundromats. 

Despite the surge of interest in adaptive 
use, Harry Weese, a strong advocate of 
the concept, is quick to point out that 
it is "a threat to the system- it may keep 
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American Canal Society 
809 Rathon Road 
York, Pa. 17403 

American Society for Theater Research, 
Department of English, Queens College 

Queens, N.Y. 11365 

Association for Preservation Technology 
Box 2682 
Ottawa 4, Ontario, Canada 

Don't Tear It Down 
Box 14043, Ben Franklin Station 
Washington, D.C. 20004 

General Services Administration 
Historic Preservation Program 

,:i Room 6304 

architects from building new structures, 
developers from doing the same, and gov
ernments from satisfying their edifice 
complexes." 

Says Hardy, "It's only recently that you 
could reuse a building without losing your 
standing in the profession." But he sees 
changes and predicts, along with many 
others, increasing involvement of architects 
with adaptive use in the years ahead. D 

The following list of organizations in
cludes major groups actively interested 
in pursuing adaptive uses of historic and 
sometimes everyday structures. Many of 
these groups have publications and some 
will provide technical assistance. 

Advisory Council on Historic Preservation 
Suite 430 
1522 K Street N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20005 

American Association of Conservators 
and Restorers 

1250 E. Ridgewood Avenue 
Ridgewood, N.J. 07481 

American Institute of Architects, Com
mittee on Historic Resources 

1735 New York Avenue N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20006 

18th and F Streets N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20405 

National Endowment for the Arts 
Architecture and Environmental Arts 
805 15th Street N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20506 

National Park Service 
Office of Archeology and Historic 

Preservation, Interagency Services 
Division 

1100 L Street N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20240 

National Trust for Historic Preservation 
Field Services Division 
740 Jackson Place N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20006 

Save the Mills Society 
P.O. Box 702 
Laconia, N.H. 03246 

Society for Architectural Historians 
Room 716 
1700 Walnut Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19103 

Society for Industrial Archeology 
Robert Vogel, Room 5020 
National Museum of History and 

Technology 
Smithsonian Institution 
Washington, D.C. 20560 

Society for the Preservation of Old Mills 
Box 435 
Wiscasset, Me. 14578 

Victorian Society for America 
The Athenaeum 
E. Washington Square 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19106 D 



\1ethodsof 
~blishinga 
Firm's Value 

rhomas J. Eyerman, AJA 

lave you ever been asked, "What is the 
conomic worth of your firm?" Have you 
ver thought of merging your firm with 
nother firm , which leads to the problem 
f determining the value of each firm? 
f you are a partnership or a subchapter S 
orporation, what value have you placed 
n the firm at the time of admitting a new 
artner or owner? 

For an architectural firm with publicly 
~aded stock, the value of the firm may 
1ell be determined by the latest stock 
rnrket quotation. However, most archi
~ ctural firms are privately held and the 
alue of the firm is very subjective. Two 
aluation techniques, "capitalized earn-
1gs" and "excess assets," are generally 
sed to establish a framework for deter-
1ining a firm's economic worth. 

The concept of "capitalized earnings" is 
1at given past performance, the value of 
n architectural firm depends on the in
ome it should produce in the future-
1e estimated "earnings stream." Putting 
value on this earnings stream is called 

le capitalization of earnings. 
Capitalized earnings can be figured by . 

sing the following formula: 
. . . a _ average earnings 

lp1tahzed earnmbs - t f "t r t" ra e o cap1 a 1za ion 
To determine the earnings stream, an 

;;ti mate must be made of the future earn-
1gs of the firm. Generally, this earnings 
ream is computed by simply taking the 
verage earnings of the firm over the 
1st five years. 

The rate of capitalization is determined 
y the relative certainty of the estimated 
:irnings . The more certain the earnings, 
le lower the rate of capitalization. In a 
ery stable firm with a prospect of steady 
:irnings of $50,000 per year, a capitali
:ition rate of 10 percent may be in line. 
'his would place the value of the firm at 
500,000 ($50,000 -:- 10% =$500,000), 
relationship expressed as ten times earn-

1gs. However, if there is a great deal of 
ncertainty over future earnings, a higher 
1te of capitalization would be used, such 
;; 25 percent. This would place the value 

Ir. Eyerman is a general partner with 
kidmore, Owings & Merrill and is located 
1 the firm's Chicago office. 

of the firm at $200,000 ($50,000 -:-
25 % = $200,000), or four times earnings. 

The factors that go to determine risk 
in a particular situation are complex and 
the weighting of them is a matter of judg
ment. It should be obvious that the 
election of a capitalization rate appropri
ate to the risk is still a very subjective way 
for a privately held firm to estimate its 
worth. Generally speaking, for a stable 
architectural firm, a capitalization rate of 
20 percent (five times earnings) appears 
to be the normal worth of an architectural 
firm. 

"Excess assets," the less subjective tech
nique, determines the value of the firm by 
subtracting liabilities from assets . All 
assets of the firm, i.e., cash, accounts re
ceivable and fixed assets, are subtracted 
from the liabilities of the firm to arrive at 
the so-called book value of the firm. The 
firm's worth is its excess assets. Many 
architectural firms have an item called 
"goodwill" in their assets. This is always 
excluded from this calculation. If the 
reputation of the firm is such as to be of 
some value, this should be discussed as a 
separate item during the negotiation 
procedure. 

As an exact and clear-cut method of 
valuation, excess assets are relatively easy 
and simple to determine. Nevertheless, the 
lack of standardization of accounting 
practices among architectural firms makes 
comparison difficult without reconstruct
ing accounting procedures so as to get the 
figures on a comparable basis. For exam
ple, a firm with a rigorous depreciation 
policy would show lower net fixed assets 
and a lower book value than would a simi
lar concern that has charged less deprecia
tion. Fixed assets, i.e., property, furniture, 
are typically carried at cost less deprecia
tion, whereas current value of the fixed 
assets may be more applicable. 

As architectural firms have generally 
liquid assets, such as cash and accounts 
receivable, rather than a high degree of 
fixed assets, extreme care should be taken 
to review the collectibility of accounts re
ceivable in developing the excess assets of 
a firm. The excess assets method of valua
tion results in the more conservative value 
of an architectural firm. 

Quite clearly, there is no one simple, 
reliable method of determining the eco
nomic value of an architectural firm . A 
combination of capitalized earnings and 
excess assets may be the best system to 
use in answering the question, "what 
is the economic worth of your firm." 
With the decision to merge two firms or to 
admit a new partner, no one should mini
mize the influence of bargaining. Using 
the two techniques should be looked upon 
as establishing a framework for valuation 
within which bargaining will establish a 
real value. 0 
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A Management-Conscious 
Finn Grows from a 
Remote Montana Base 

Kevin Dennis 

Billings, Mont., population 85,000, is far 
more attuned to cattle, cowboys, copper 
and coal than to Le Corbusier. Yet, the 
remote, rocky country of Billings is the 
home of CT A, Architects/Engineers/ 
Planners, a fast-paced practice that eight 
years ago reversed a threatened demise 
and has since broadened its service area, 
expanded its capability and tripled its size. 
The firm is projecting fee revenues of $1.8 
million for 1974; at an average construc
tion cost per project of $1.6 million, $25 
million in new construction will flow from 
the firm's boards this year. Other indica
tors of CT A's growth include the creation 
of engineering and land development sub
sidiaries and an office in Twin Falls, 
Idaho. The firm uses its own airplane to 
cover an expanded service area that lies 
within the 500-mile radius of an arc that 
sweeps below the Canadian border from 
Seattle to Denver to Minneapolis. 

services. Moreover, the size and geo
graphic spread of the market would de
mand an aggressive and well-organized 
selling effort, and project and marketing 
operations would require management 
that could attract competent people. 

The management process that the firm 
ultimately developed is demonstrated by 
the introduction of a four-day work week 
that raised productivity by 13.8 percent. 
As with all major policy issues, the short 
week spent a year under feasibility review 
by a member of the firm's board of direc
tors- in this case, F. Edward Jones, AIA. 
He reported back to the board in January 
1972 with a "go" recommendation that 
was denied because the board saw no 
substantive benefit to be gained. 

Two weeks later, Jones submitted a re
vised recommendation that called for the 
four-day week but borrowed from the pub
lished experience of a large Midwest firm, 
eliminated coffee breaks (coffee is served 
at ~ch individual work station) and es
tablished a no-nonsense quiet period for 
the first two-and-a-half hours of each 
working day. The major factor in the 
productivity increase may be the quiet 
period that establishes each day's focus 
on the work at hand, free from sales calls, 

the telephone and intraoffice interruptions 
Another likely reason for the increase in 
productivity is that the four-day week is 
a positive morale factor, complementing 
the Montana lifestyle. 

The firm's fiscal, personnel and produc
tion operations are managed by W. J. 
Bennington, P.E., AIA, who enlists a 
battery of computer programs to control 
production effort and costs. The most im
portant of these programs is the biweekly 
accounting of project completion percent
ages against production budgets. 

CT A developed these programs in
house so that the record-keeping for each 
profit center could provide the basis for 
cost controls on individual projects. The 
firm does not employ a computerized bill
ing system, in part because of the variety 
of payment methods to which the firm has 
contracted, but more because impersonal 
communication by computer is inconsis
tent with the Western style of man-to-mar 
directness. The straightforward, personal 
approach to business heavily influences 
the firm's project operations as well: A 
principal of the firm is explicity account
able to the client for each project. 

The roles of the principals are defined 
by individual combinations of interest, 

The center of this arc is the firm's Bill
ings office, where CT A was originated in 
1938 by the partnership of Ralph Cush
ing, AIA, and Everett Terrell, AIA. By 
1966, the firm's practice was virtually a 
captive of locally available educational 
and health care projects, and its resources 
were committed to maintaining staff spe
cialists in educational and health facilities. 
CT A was unprepared to cope with a 
suddenly diminished market for schools. 

The entrance mall of the College of Southern Idaho in Twin Falls. 

The stings of fortune were averted by 
the structuring of strong management 
roles for each of the firm's partners. The 
profile of the "new" CT A began to 
emerge when the partners called in Dick 
Enion, a management consultant. CT A 
needed organizational goals, a leadership 
structure and a marketing process. Ulti
mately, Enion offered 57 recommenda
tions, and today the firm has implemented 
51 of them. 

The second generation of CT A's man
agement examined the implications of 
strengthening its professional operations, 
concluding that to offer a competitive, 
up-to-date capability from a remote base 
in the space-age West, a high level of 
self-reliance would be necessary to pro
vide appropriate technical and ancillary 

Mr. Dennis is a Montana-based freelance 
writer. 
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titude and organizational requirements. 
l Jones' project activity emphasizes the 
ucational work. C. Dale Hall, P.E. , 
rA, attends to the high volume of medi
lly related work, and R . Edmond Peter
n, AIA, directs the Twin Falls office 
d serves as principal-in-charge for the 
aho work. 
The PIC role at CT A has teeth in it. 
ie client, as might be expected, looks 
: the whiskers that a principal's experi
ce represents and the authority that 
es with having the "boss" at bat. The 
C himself attends all project meetings 
th the project architect in order to make 
cisions on the spot that might otherwise 
1uire backtracking to bring authority to 
ar. The PIC is locus of the firm 's 
ntractual responsibi lity, and the tight 
irking relationship between the princi-
l and the project architect is a guarantor 
its continuity under any circumstances. 
A lthough the project architect is ac
untable to the PIC for budget and time 
1edule, the firm 's six project architects 
:et once monthly to discuss manpower 
1uirements and allocations with Ben-
1gton's architectural and engineering 
)duction managers. Subsequently, they 
Id meetings of their project teams. 

Robert Fehlberg, FAIA, directs the 
design department. The project architects 
draw from it on a pool basis for input 
from programming through design devel
opment. Client involvement in the design 
of each project has been a characteristic 
of CT A's work since its earliest days and, 
consequently, the psychology of the rela
tionship is well understood. The client's 
decision-making capacity is often the key 
to a successful project, and appropriate 
interaction at both personal and profes
sional levels is important to the establish
ment of a decisive climate. 

The firm has introduced a new ap
proach to design review teams as one ele
ment of its process for client involvement 
and regard for employees' needs. The 
practice of in-house critiques has long 
been recognized as an effective method of 
capitalizing on a firm 's collective experi
ence but often is the ultimate deflator of 
an architect's ego. To stimulate construc
tive discussion, the review teams conduct 
critiques, and the client receives presenta
tions at the programming, spatial rela
tionship, concept and schematic stages. 
This analysis and the exchange of facts, 
convictions and opinions, particularly in 
the development of the project's spatial 

Practice Profile 

relationships, give the design team and 
the client a mutual feel for the most de
sirable project solution before anyone is 
intractably locked into a building concept. 

Client involvement at CTA begins in 
the firm 's selling efforts , which Jones, who 
devotes 50 percent of his time to market
ing, considers to be the beginning of each 
project's architectural development. 

Regardless of the source of the lead, be 
it birddogging, past clients or friends, the 
firm 's marketing is based on two strategy 
principles. The first identifies the pros
pect's real needs and problems; the second 
recognizes the competition and matches 
CT A's strong points to the potential 
client's needs. "We've beat some big 
firms ," says Jones. 'They've come from 
Houston, Los Angeles and Chicago with 
staffs of hundreds . But we've found that 
the client is generally looking for that key 
guy who can relate to and solve his prob
lem. We really try to get our specialist and 
his perception of the client's situation out 
on the table early. " 

To combat the disadvantage of its re
mote location and to accomplish quality 
control and quick delivery of support ca
pabilities, the firm is staffed and equipped 
for offset printing, computer program-

low, the Bigwood Condominiums in Sun Valley, Idaho . Above, a portrait of CT A's 'flying cowboys' by Larry Andren. 
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The airplane is a major 
practice tool and five 
firm members are pilots. 

ming, technical wntmg, photography 
and graphic design. The in-house airplane 
illustrates the level of self-reliance neces
sary to serve widely dispersed clients and 
is , perhaps, CT A's most significant busi
ness development tool. It facilitates on
site visits with prospects in the process of 
pinpointing project requirements and 
displaying the firm 's selling points. 

CTA made the airplane a major prac
tice tool when commissions at the College 
of Southern Idaho required almost weekly 
J ,000-mile round trips from Billings. Car 
or restricted commercial airline travel via 
Salt Lake City took J 2 hours one-way. 
The firm calculated that the air charter 
costs would nearly justify the cost of a 
$30,000 plane. Additional air charter 
costs for other work and the marketing 
potential of an in-house plane swung the 
decision to order a single-engine, four
passenger Cessna 210. Jones and Fehlberg 
became the first of five members of the 
firm to receive pilot licenses . CTA has 
since graduated to a twin-engine, five
passenger Cessna P-337 Skymaster and 
hired a director of transportation wlio op
erates and maintains the plane and sched
ul es all ground and air transportation. 

The Twin Falls office has prospered, in 
large measure, as a result of successes at 
the College of Southern Idaho. The insti-

tution , which was established in 1966, 
now has an enrollment of 3, l 00. All of 
its eight structures are the product of 
CT A. The impact of the college on the 
community's economy, livelihood and 
self-image has helped stimulate the firm's 
entry into a variety of commercial, resi
dential and institutional projects. Pres
ently, $20 million in new construction is in 
various stages of progress at the Twin 
Falls office. 

The creation of the firm 's two subsidi
aries-Engineering West and CTA De
velopment-followed the same careful 
sequence of management evolution that 
precedes every corporate policy and oper
ational decision . The goals of Engineering 
West were to minimize nonprofessional 
liability considerations and, more impor
tantly , to increase opportunities for the 
transfer of ownership to deserving firm 
members. Under Montana law, engineers 
are excluded from ownership in archi
tectural firms, but the reverse does not 
apply. When CT A incorporated Engi
neering W~st, two key professionals were 
granted equity parficipation in the new 
subsidiary. In addition to its mechanical , 
electrical and structural services to CT A, 
26 percent of Engineering West's work
load is derived from services to other 
architects , site engineering for developers 

The Missoula, Montana, Community Hospital, designed by CT A. 
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and major projects for municipal utility 
and street systems. 

In establishing its most recent growth 
venture-CT A Development-the firm 
wanted to capitalize on its total service 
capabi lity. One of the first projects of the 
subsidiary, which is directed by R. Martir 
Anderson, AJA, is Rocky Vi llage, a 
planned unit development in Billings. Thi 
firm is contributing its professional capa
bility in an equity participation with 
Rocky Mountain College, which holds 
title to the 67-acre project site. The $21 
million development will include 555 con 
dominium and rental housing units and 
I I 5,000 square feet of retail and office 
space. Joined in the team-designed, fast
tracked effort is the Hardy Cons truction 
Co. The project will put CT A in new 
headquarters this fall as the first occupan 
of the Rocky Village Office Building. 

The firm is running ahead of its tar
ge ted 15 percent growth rate for I 97 4 . 
While allocating 5 to 7 percent of its 
operating budget for marketing, the firm 
is contin uing a high level of investment in 
capabi lity analysis and development, in
cluding a trial run of Masterspec, refine
ment of the cost-accounting system and a 
feasibility study of adding a construction 
management capabilty. 

In spite of its demonstrated self-deter
mination, CT A's recent history has show 
a receptivity to joint ventures, growing 
out of the firm's exposure to other pro
fessionals through Fehlberg's activity as~ 
member of the national AJA board of 
directors. "We like a joint venture when 
our alliance with another firm can give 
the client more capability than he'd have 
by hiring us alone," Jones notes. "If en
vironmental engineering or construction 
management services are critical to the 
project, we'll marry anybody with a good 
track record and a sense of team effort." 

CT A's goal for the long-range future 
is continued growth. Although the growtt 
may be measured in terms of staff size, 
building volume and gross fees, progress 
toward the goal will also be estimated in 
the quality of CT A's professional, tech
nical and support capabilities. As one 
"cowboy" put it, CT A's future will de
velop "not from horsepower but from 
good management horse sense." D 
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13 distinctive designs 

You select street lighting fixtures 
to provide efficient, safe illumi
nation. But you want them to 
look good too. To match the 
architectural surroundings. To 
compliment the neighborhood . 
To help restore or preserve the 
historical scene. And your pro
fessional training tells you that a 
carefully selected fixture doesn't 
look right with just any run-of
the-mill pole. Welsbach has the 
solution . Your choice of thirteen 
different, distinctively designed 
poles ... one of them in just the 
right proportion for the fixture,. 
you've selected, in complete 
harmony with the structures 
around it and ready to add its 
mark of durability for years to 
come. In cast iron, aluminum or 
wood, only Welsbach gives you 
thirteen distinctive choices. 

Welsbach Lighting Products Company, Inc. 
3001 E. Mad ison Street 
Baltimore, Md. 21205 
(301) 276-4600 



Drafting the 
Ground Rules 
Of Building 

Gordon M. Comb, AIA 

EDITOR'S NOTE: The following was 
adapted from a report prepared by Mr. 
Comb for the newsletter of the Minnesota 
Society of Architects . It provides a too
rare glimpse into the arduous and pains
taking work of the AIA documents board 
in drafting and continually updating the 
contract forms and other documents that 
contain the basic ground rules for the intri 
cate relationships in building construction. 

ln addition to Mr. Comb, current mem
bers of the documents board are Leo G. 
Shea , AIA, chairman, Detroit; MacDon
ald Becket, F AIA , Los Angeles; Arthur 
L. Burns , AIA , Indianapolis; David R. 
Dibner, FATA, Newark ; Dean F . Bil 
finger, FATA, Bloomington, Ill.; Stuart L. 
Knoop, AJA , Washington, D.C.; Edward 
D. McCrary, AJA , San Francisco; Albert 
H. Nees, AIA , Wichita; John Rauch , 
AIA , Philadelphia: Bernard B. Rothschild, 
FATA, Atlanta ; Kenneth M. Schaefer, 
AIA , St. Louis; George M. White , FATA, 
Washington , D .C. 

The documents board of the Institute in 
its third meeting of the year, July 15-17, 
1974, heard a proposal by a committee of 
the New York State Association of Archi
tects , supported by the president-elect of 
the California Council of the AJA, that a 
new owner/ architect form of agreement 
be developed incorporating an itemized 
cost method of arrivi11g at compensation. 
In the proposed document the concept of 
the " P<rchitect's Basic Services" as em
bodied in AIA document Bl41 ("Stand
ard Form of Agreement Between Owner 
and Architect" ) would not be used; in
stead, there would be a master list of de
tai led services provided by the architect 
from which the owner would select those 
for which he wished to contract. However, 
the architect would continue to perform 
those services which he has traditionally 
provided . The services not selected would 
remain available, but if subsequently or
dered by the owner would become "addi
tional services" for which additional com-

Mr. Comb is a principal in the St. Paul, 
Minn ., firm of Bettenburg, Townsend, 
Stolte & Comb, Inc . He has been a member 
of the A IA documents board since 1968. 
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oensation would be due. The list of serv
ices would be an adaptation of the lists in 
the New York State Council on Archi
tecture's Guidelines for Cost Base Com
pensation for Architectural and Engineer
ing Services and in the California Coun
cil's Comprehensive Architectural Serv
ices. 

The board was favorably impressed by 
the presentation and placed the proposal 
for development of such a document on 
its agenda. It was the board's consensus 
that while some modification of B141 
might be necessary to implement this pro
posal , it is essentially a method for defin 
ing the scope of services and amount of 
compensation. Use of the proposed 
method will require negotiating skill on 
the part of the architect and the possession 
by him of detailed information on his 
cost of performing services. The proposed 
document would also enable the architect 
to include comprehensive services as an 
integral part of his agreement with the 
owner. 

In this connection, the board noted that 
the man hour data bank studies now being 
undertaken by West Coast components of 
the Institute should be supportive. In 
drafting a possible new document , the 
board intends to give its usual concern to 
the protection of the practicing architect 
against his inadvertent assumption of legal 
liabilities beyond those which he and the 
owner intend him to assume and the duties 
which he is competent to undertake. 

There is no intention, however, to with
draw BI 41, which now provides, by means 
of alternative tear-out pages, four methods 
of compensation: multiple of direct per
sonnel expense; professional fee plus ex
penses; percentage of construction cost; 
and fixed fee. The number of questions 
coming in to AJA headquarters indicates 
that a number of users have not under
stood that only the page which covers the 
method being used for the particular proj
ect should b~ included in the executed 
agreement. · 
~The board heard a report that the fed

eral interagency committee studying a re
vision of federal form 251, "Architect/ 
Engineer Questionnaire," is nearing agree
mc:it on a new form which A/ Es will be 
asked to submit annually to those agen
cies in whose work they are interested. 
The AIA architects in industry commit
tee has prepared, and the board has re
viewed, a similar form proposed for use 
in the private sector. The board is hopeful 
that the two forms can be brought into 
substantial conformity before either is 
issued. The federal committee has wel
comed and has received input from the 
AIA , including the draft of the proposed 
private sector form. 

Review of AIA document A201 , "Gen
eral Conditions of the Contract for Con
struction. " has begun by the board. A 
task force has met with representatives of 

the National Society of Professional En
gineers and Construction Specifications 
Institute to consider changes which have 
been proposed within or to the three or
ganizations. Few, if any, of the proposed 
changes would significantly affect the re
sponsibi lities of owner, architect or con
tractor. Most of the suggestions for chang 
are editorial, but even here, a major 
change in format is not contemplated. 
Some procedural matters, i.e., handling o 
shop drawings and samples and process
ing of the schedule of values , may be 
taken out of the general conditions for in
clusion by the specifications writer in di
vision one of the specifications, but the 
basic requirements that these items be 
furnished will be retained in the general 
conditions. There is no deadline for issu
ance of a revised A201, but a publication 
date of mid-1976 seems probable. 

The board has completed its review of 
a proposed A2 l 0/ CM document, an 
edition of the general conditions to be 
used with the agreement between owner 
and contractor where there is a construc
tion manager on the project whose agree
ment with the owner is an AIA Documen 
B80 I ( "Standard Form of Agreement 
Between Owner and Construction Man
ager' ' ). A task force of the board is work 
ing on proposed B 14 I / CM (Owner/ 
Architect) and A IOI / CM (Owner/ 
Contractor) documents for use under the 
same circumstances so that there will be 
available a complete package of docu
ments for the construction-manager modi 
The board originall y produced B80 I and 
is working on the companion documents 
to respond to the needs of two groups of 
architectural practitioners: those archi
tects wishing to or being required to wori 
with an outside construction manager, 
and those archi tects wishing to offer their 
own services as construction managers. 
For both groups the intent is to produce 
documents reflecting a completely pro
fessional approach to defining the duties 
and responsibilities of both architect and 
construction manager, yet providing to tt 
owner the respective services and com
mitments he requires in professional ser
vice contracts . It should be emphasized 
that only those architects believing them
selves fully equipped and competent to d· 
so should offer their services as consfruc
tion managers under B80 I. Architects 
should carefully consider whether their 
rights and responsibilities are properly 
and adequately defined in all of the agree 
ments covering a project where the owne 
has engaged or intends to engage another 
entity as construction manager; B801 an< 
its future companion documents are in
tended to assist in this consideration. 

The board is concerned with the grow
ing number of instances in which the ar
chitect is required to "certify" that a proj 
ect has been designed in strict accordanct 
with certain codes and that the complete( 



:ructure complies in detail with his draw-
1gs and specifications and the applicable 
)des. Liability resulting from such a 
~ rtification is specifically not insurable in 
rofessional errors and omissions policies. 
'he board, with the assistance of its legal 
nd insurance counsel , is investigating a 
1odel form of certification that an archi
:ct could responsibly sign without jeo
ardizing his professional liability insur
ncc coverage. 

The 1974 editio n of document A 701 , 
Instructions to Bidders ," is now avail
blc. This complete revision and amplifi-
1tion of the document was prepared with 
rcat assistance from the Minnesota So
iety of Architect's committee on docu-
1cnts. When used with a properly worded 
Jvcrtiscment or invitation for bids , for 
hich instructions appear on the jacket 

I' A 701 , it requires no supplementation 
ir most biddings . Over 55 ,000 copies 
ave been sold by AJA so far this year. 

Handbook chapte rs 5, "Selection of the 
rchitcct :"' 9 , " Owner and Architect:" 
1d I 0, "Architect and Consultant," arc 
nder revision . Proposed new chapters 
1clude chapters 22 , " Urban Design"' and 
3, "Codes and Standards ." A task force 
f the board is working, with cooperation 
om members of the professional interior 
~sign groups , on formulating a prospec
vc package of interior design practice 
xuments . It is expected that this will 
~come a significant area of activity for 
1e Institute in the future . D 

Turn off all unused 
lights and appliances. 

DON'T BE 
FUEUSH. 
OFFICE OF ENERGY CONSERVATION 

OF '"' '""" EN"G' Off'CE II 
A Public Service of This Magazine & The Advertising Council 

ANNOUNCING: 
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~[f©[fu 
An Interdisciplinary Forum for 
Researchers, Practitioners 
and Educators 
This Journal (JAR) is an international 
publication circulated to some 50 coun
tries . JAR is designed to communicate 
contemporary architectural research to 
investigators, designers and teachers in
volved in the creation and understanding 
of the built -environment. 

JAR 's aims are : 
•to aid the application of research find

ings to design and teaching by keeping 
professionals abreast of advances in 
knowledge and new techniques. 

• to encourage and stimulate exchanges 
between the participants in this com
plex field to discuss techniques, results 
and advance the field. 

•to give authors the opportunity of pub
lishing specialized work that would not 
normally find an outlet in other journals. 

JAR is jointly published three times yearly 
of the Royal Institute of British Architects 
and the American Institute of Architects. 
Editorial boards in London and Washing
ton are composed of leading educators. 

r---------------, 
Annual subscription $12 (including 
postage) 
D Send information on submitting papers 

to JAR . 
D Enter a subscription to JAR for Volume 

3, 1974. $ __ _ 
D Please also supply back issues for 

volume 1 and 2 ($12 for each 
volume). $ __ _ 

Total Enclosed$ _ _ _ 
Name: _____________ _ 

Prof. Title : _ __________ _ 

Address : _______ _____ _ 

_ _ _______ Zip _____ _ 

Send orders to Thomas 0. Byerts, at 
Gerontological Society, Suite 520, One 
Dupont Circle, Washington , D.C. ?0036. 
A check payable to Journal of Architec
tural Research must be included. 

L---------------~ 
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Antonin Raymond: An Autobiography. 
Rutland, Vt. : Charles E . Tuttle Co., 
l 973. 330 pp. $27.50. 

This beautifully illustrated book reveals 
a grand panorama of the work and life of 
an important contemporary architect. 
The more than 700 illustrations, many in 
excellent color, and the interesting narra
tive complicate a discussion of all the sur
prising details. The display of Raymond's 
architecture and art is more impressive 
than his writing, which he himself calls an 
unfamiliar medium. The autobiographical 
material is handled as a succession of 
episodes, vignettes of personalities, an
notated enumeration of jobs and assorted 
opinions on architecture and art. 

Raymond reminisces about his child
hood in rural Bohemia and his student 
years in Prague. He was influenced by 
publication of the work of two stars on 
the early horizon of architectural modern
ism at the tum of the century: Frank 
Lloyd Wright and Auguste Perret. 

In 19 J 0 , Raymond took a steamer to 
New York City, where he worked for four 
years, primarily in the office of Cass Gil
bert. A splendid fee for a rendering en
abled him to make a trip to Europe. He 
visited Africa and Italy before the out
break of World War I, and was among 
the lucky passengers to be on the last ship 
back to the States . It was on this ship that 
he met his future wife . 

An important turning point in his work 
came when Frank Lloyd Wright invited 
the Raymonds to Taliesin, where they 
stayed about a year. The stories about 
Wright's habits makes this section the 
most entertaining part of the book. 

Soon afterwards, he was drafted for 
service in World War I, and his work in 
the newly established Intelligence Service 
points to another of his talents. His knowl
edge of languages and his background as 
a radical Czech nationalist emigrant en
abled him to stay close to international 
political developments. 

Raymond could have turned his abilities 
as a painter into a career by itself, and 
the book has many engaging examples of 
his work as an artist. Perhaps the greatest 
example of his mural art is the vast fresco 
in the Gunma Music Center in Japan, 
which I found to be one of the best state-
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ments anywhere of the integration of 
the arts. 

After his rich experience on the Im
perial Hotel in Tokyo with Wright after 
World War I, Raymond set up his own 
practice in Japan . With the exception of 
an interruption caused by World War II 
when he practiced from his remodeled 
farm in Pennsylvania, his principal work 
has been done in Japan. 

He introduced modern Western archi
tecture to Japan , consciously trying to 
amalgamate his ideas with the traditional 
architecture of that country. He was per
haps unduly concerned about stylistic in
fluences on his work, notably by Wright, 
Perret and Le Corbusier, but it is to his 
great credit that he never went along with 
fads in architectural styles or mindless 
mannerisms. It is refreshing after two 
decades of form-givers to hear this voice 
against design from outside in, against 
facade art for art's sake. 

Of his earlier work, the residential 
architecture in wood is most charming. 
His larger buildings, notably the Tokyo 
Golf Club, speak the clear language of 
contemporary European modernism. 
Against a background of given social and 
human circumstances, we understand why 
his work had to be very often inventive 
and could be executed only with the help 
of highly skilled local craftsmen in a 
custom-built manner. 

The straightforward building for the 
Reader's Digest was the first permanent 
structure to rise from the ashes of the 
war in Japan. A long series of commis
sions followed, and Raymond built for 
himself a pleasant office and home. In my 
opinion , his most important large building 
is the Gunma Music Center in Tasasaki. 
I stopped to see it and admire it when I 

was on my way to a little temple where 
the architect Bruno Taut resided. The 
center is a success as a total design, 
beautifully executed. 

Tn recent years, Raymond has designed 
many residences in which his wife has 
shared in the work. A fine artist with a 
sure hand in furniture design, her in
fluence and cooperation are felt every
where Ill his work. 

The book allows the enjoyment of 
much hitherto unpublished work, and the 
rich details of the architect 's personal 
background make a contribution. And 
the publication itself is a pleasure to be
hold. H. H . Waechter, A I A 

The Containment of Urban England. Petr: 
Hall, Ray Thomas, Harry Gracey and 
Roy Drewett. Beverly Hills, Calif.: Sage, 
1973. 2 vols. $35 , vol. I ; $25 , vol. 2 . 

The vedict is in. The jury, the Political 
and Economic Planning group (PEP) , 
headed by Peter Hall , has completed a 
comprehensive research study on the Brit 
ish planning system since World War JI. 
British planning, whose achievements 
have been inflated by many planners in 
the U.S., has been effectively punctured 
by this thoroughly documented research . 

The authors contend that British plan
ning has not been contributive to the rise 
in the general quality of life. Rather, its 
effect has been to support vested interests 
in the urban setting, to retard constructiv< 
social and economic change and, gener
ally, to disrupt the housing market to the 
extent of increasing the difficulty of fami
lies in finding suitable housing. 

The first volume, which establishes the 
context for analysis and evaluation, fo
cuses on British urban and metropolitan 
growth processes beginning in the 19th 
century. Numerous case studies of con
temporary metropolitan areas are in
cluded . The second volume concerns the 
planning system, its objectives, its opera
tions and its impacts. The 194 7 Planning 
Act is seen as the formal beginnings of 
the British planning system. A substantial 
amount of fascinating historical material 
is included, however, which leads up to 
the fateful 1947 act. 

In my opinion, these two volumes are a 
must for university and other planning 



Save Water 
Save Time-Save Cost 

Lightweight concrete poured as in 
sulating roof fill has solved many 
cost and performance prob lems for 
architects and roofing contractors. 
It has also created some problems. 

The high water to cement ratios 
caused by the traditional, more ab
sorptive aggregates often resulted 
in excessive shrinkage, poor mix 
control, long cur ing times, and re 
s idu al mo isture that can cause 
blistering of the built -up roofing . 

Styropor® expandable polysty 
rene beads from BASF Wyandotte 
Corporation when used as aggre
gate in poured roof fill require less 

:ircle 16 011 information card 

) 

than 1h the mixing water and re
duce all of your water re lated prob
lems. Styropor beads are specially 
graded, closed ce ll , plastic spheres 
of prepackaged air that do not 
absorb water. 

With 2h less water you signif
icantl y reduce seepage and clean
up time, and have a mix that is 
easier to control. Less water also 
means that the deck cures faster 
and you can come back sooner to 
fi nish it off- and-best of all , you'l l 
have far less chance of trouble 
with bli stering caused by res idual 
moisture. 

) 
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: Please send full details on Styropor® 
' beads as aggregate in Roof Fill. Also 

send the name of roof deck contractors 
nearest my job site. 

Name ____ Title __ _ 
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Job Site __________ _ 

BASF Wyandotte Corporation 
100 Cherry Hi ll Rd. P. 0. Box 181 
Parsippany, NJ 07054 1 
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libraries. This cost ($60 for the two vol 
umes) may be prohibitive in respect to 
personal libraries: after all, the main 
value of the books may be to researchers. 
The conclusions are extremely valuable, 
of course, to all in the urban design and 
planning field. 

Fortunately, the basic conclusions are 
available for $ 12.50 in a book titled 
Planning and Urban Growth: An Anglo
A merican Comparison , by Marion Claw
son and Peter Hall (The Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1973). This book re
ceived a rather lengthy review in the 
February issue of the AIA JOURNAL. T his 
book gets to the basic issues in which the 
U.S. planners would be most interested 
more quickly and economicc:l l y. Michael B. 
Barker, Administrator, A I A, Department 
of Environment and Design 

Terrain Analysis: A Guide to Site Selec
tion Using Aerial Photographic Interpre
tation. Douglas S. Way. Stroudsburg, Pa.: 
Dowden, Hutchinson & Ross , 1973 . 392 
pp. $29.50. 

This publication con tains information 
to help determine what uses and activities 
are appropriate in a geographic region. 
The determination is based upon an in
terpretation of basic data gained from 
aerial photography and other sources. 
General data are followed by interpreta
tions of each basic land form category. 

The discussion of the processes of 
physical geology is simply stated with a 
supplementary informative graphic pres
entation. The complex subject of the 
systems of soil classification is presented 
in considerable detail as essential back
ground but without any conclusive sub
stance. Another general topic of the book 
is an outline of important points and 
issues in site selection. The outline is then 
discussed for each of the six broad cate
gories of landforms plus several sub
categories. 

The land form category is to be estab
lished from aerial photographs for a 
broad, general area. The discussion of 
each landform in the six categories fol 
lows the outline presented earlier. It is 
an analysis of the development potential 
of broad categories of landforms, with a 
consideration of both wide regional con
cerns and limited on-site questions . 

Items discussed include sewage dis
posal, solid waste disposal , trenching, ex
cavation and grading, dewatering, con
struction materials, soil compaction, 
groundwater supplies, pond or lake con
struction, foundations and highway 
construction. A number of the items vary 
within any given landform and are impor
tant on any given site, yet the techniques 
presented have only the most general 
application. They would be useful only 
in large-scale regional or national 
planning. 

T he subjects covered are only part of 
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the facts needed to make a regional site 
determination . The scope is limited to a 
geological approach. The data pertinent 
to on-site evaluation seems to be too 
general for firm recommendations in any 
specific case. The book frequently 
reaches deeply into specific factual ma
terial , but it has a contradictory breadth 
of scope and application. John C. Gail
lard, Director, AJA Urban and Housing 
Programs 

Architecture of Skidmore, Owings & Mer
rill, 1963-1973. Introduction by Arthur 
Drexler; commentaries by Axel Menges. 
New York: Architectural Book Publish
ing Co., 1974. 281 pp. $27.95. 

SOM has executed an amazing number 
of design projects over the period covered 
by this book: 1963-73. Its staff of about 
1,000 located in seven cities in this coun
try and abroad has worked on commis
sions for many building types: libraries, 
museums, sculpture gardens, hotels, 
printing plants, industrial structures, com
mercial highrises, university buildings, 
urban complexes, etc., etc. This book, 
with text in English and German, docu
ments the firm's work. Copiously illus
trated with handsome photographs, this is 
an "office brochure., par excellence. Each 
example shown has lengthy captions to 
give the reader information about such 
things as the intention of the design, site 
feature, mechanical systems, structural 
considerations. There are interior and ex
terior photos, plans and diagrams. 

The extensive introduction by Arthur 
Drexler, who is head of the architecture 
department of the Museum of Modern 
Art in New York City, is an interesting 
analysis of SOM's work. He praises the 
firm for its " technical brilliance and a 
standard of professionalism second to 
none" and for its championship of "de
sirable change. " In conclusion, he com
ments: "Having written some of the best 
passages of American architectural his
tory, it now seems fair that SOM should 
be expected to perform as well in the 
next phase." 

Vandalism. Edited by Collin Ward. New 
York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1974. 
327 pp. $13.95. 

A weekly news magazine recently esti
mated that vandalism costs this country 
billions of dollars a year-and is growing 
worse. Police believe that only one in 
three cases is ever reported. Last year, it 
cost New York City more than $1 million 
for park vandalism alone and another $2 
million to clean graffiti off subways. But 
vandalism is not confined to big cities-it 
occurs in affluent suburbs and in small 
towns as well. 

This book of essays, edited by a British 
designer of housing and schools, is a de
finitive study of vandalism, outlining the 
problem, analyzing the social causes and 

offering solutions. Designers, or "modi
fiers of the environment," are assigned 
responsibility for avoiding materials and 
components that are most vulnerable to 
attack. 

To help in this task the author offers 
guidelines to give the architect specific 
information on such matters as surface 
textures, color, patterns, materials, main
tenance and strength of components in 
resisting attack. Some of the things to be 

. avoided: soft textured, easily scratched, 
light in color materials; glass in large 
panes; cast iron signs ; external copper 
piping; plastic control buttons in elevator 
accessible asbestos cement roofs; access 
to flat roofs; open spaces under stairs; 
hidden corners in entrance halls; nooks 
and crannies; surface electrical wiring in 
public spaces; lever handles to doors, 
etc., etc. 

Chapters on planners and developers a 
vandals apply primarily to the British 
scene, but we all know of instances in thi~ 

country where the design, as Ward puts 
it, is "more stupidity than crime." But, he 
adds, "Stupidity does far more harm in 
the world than crime." Environments wit 
the impregnability of prisons will suffer 
from vandalism. "A carpeted prison is 
still a prison." 

A final section on coping with van
dalism points up that some such acts may 
be a necessary outlet for human emotions 
·'Might we not conclude," asks Ward, 
"that the destructive fury of the vandal is 
a thwarted form of creativity, and that an 
environment with 'unmake,' loose ends, 
loose parts, alternative uses and variables 
would be one in which the vandal in all of 
us would be transmuted into the creator i1 
all of us and our children?" A final quota· 
tion of Charles Peguy suggests that if the 
function of our society, at best, is to be 
but caretakers of cathedrals built by our 
ancestors, we shouldn't wonder that out 
of sheer distraction the windows of those 
cathedrals are smashed. This is an im
portant book about our society, really. 
Its contributors are architects, planners, 
sociologists, psychologists and criminolo
gists. And contemporary society needs th1 
viewpoints of them all. 

Modern Architecture: The Architecture 
of Democracy. Revised edition. Vincent 
Scully Jr. New York: Braziller, 1974. 
158 pp. $8.95. 

There are three parts to this excellent 
work in which Professor Scully examines 
the way in which the architecture of de
mocracy is related to contemporary 
thought and political action. The titles of 
the book's divisions are "Fragmentation 
and Continuity," "Order and Act" and 
"Twelve Years After: The Age of Irony.' · 
The "twelve years after" refers to the fact 
that this is a revised edition of a work first 
published in 1961, and this part of the 
book brings Scully's analysis of major de-
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velopments in modern architecture up 
to elate. Much has happened in the inter
vening yea rs , he says . He finds that the 
late Louis I. Kahn "occupies a ve ry spe
cial position during the decade ." Kahn 
became the "new hero-architec t" of the 
early 1960s and was "perhaps the last 
such creator-formgiver that we shall see." 

As readers of the first edition know, 
nearly half of the book is given over to 
photographs of architectural projects, and 
they range all the way from the Spanish 
Stairs of Rome (1721-25) toa 1971 
design by De Brettevi ll e, Hoclgetts & 
Kupper for a mobile theater. As Scully 
remarks , the book is not a "full history of 
modern architecture . . . but it does at
tempt to define that architecture's histori
cal dimensions, to evaluate its meaning in 
terms of modern li fe, and to trace the 
major developments which have taken 
place in it." 

History of Urban Form: Prehistory to the 
Renaissance. A. E. J. Morris. New York: 
Wiley, 1974. 268 pp. $19.75. 

"This book is the best single-volume 
general history of urban planning and de
velopment that has yet appeared, and I 
think it unlikely that a better one will be 
written ." These words of high praise are 
by the discerning and respec ted scholar 
John W. Reps of Cornell University's 
department of urban planning and de
ve lopment, who has written arr introduc
tion to the book. Morris traces 5,000 
years of city development, placing all this 
activity in a social, economic and political 
context while discussing such topics as 
climatic influence, defense systems, water 
supply, landscaping and population ef
fects and other components of urban 
growth. 

Morris points out that the great majo r
ity of urban places covered in the book 
were not "planned" and to call his book 
a history of urban " planning" would be 
inaccurate. This history of urban forms, 
then, begins with the earliest settlements 
of man and continues through the Greek 
city-states, Rome and the Empire, medie
val towns and Renaissance cities in Eu
rope. A final chapter discusses the early 
history of urban form in this country to 
the encl of the Civil War. "Subsequently," 
Morris writes, " the advent of mass
proclucecl , factory-system industry brought 
about the continuing modern period, a 
record of which must be reserved for a 
later volume." 

Appendices cover less extensively 
China, Japan, Mexico and parts of the 
world other than Europe. There are more 
than 300 illustrations , more than half 
having been drawn by Morris, who is an 
English architect and town planner. 

Architecture of Neel Reid in Georgia. 
James Grady. Athens, Ga.: University of 
Georgia Press, 1973. 204 pp. $29.75. 
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Neel Reid was the principal designer 
in the firms of Hentz & Reid and of Hentz, 
Reid & Adler. The abi lity of the firms , 
says Grady, was appreciated from the be
ginning of their practice, and their archi
tecture is highly valued to this clay. Reid 
died in 1926 at the age of 41, at the peak 
of his career. 

T he young architect made an important 
contribution to the architecture of Atlanta 
and of other Georgia towns. This catalog 
of his work is limited to a study of exist
ing buildings in Georgia- with the excep
tion of the Atlanta Athletic Club, which 
was destroyed after its inclusion in the 
book. The select ion is mainly of houses
mansions, vi ll as, cottages and small ci ty 
homes. Grady, who is professor of archi
tecture at the Georgia Institute of Tech
nology, includes photographs of interiors 
and landscaped gardens as well as of ex
teriors. T here is a brief section on other 
structures than residences, and here are 
portrayed such buildings as a children's 
library, a railway station and a store. 

Gothic vs. Classic: Architectural Projects 
in Seventeenth Century Italy. Rudolf 
Wittkower. New York: Braziller, 1974. 
191 pp. $ 12.50 hardbound , $4.95 paper
bound . 

In 17th-century Italy, anesthetic prob
lem that created considerable controversy 
revolved around the question of how to 
finish major Gothic structures that had 
been started in earlier years. Some theo
ris ts and architects thought that the 
cathedrals should be finished according 
to Gothic principles; others argued for the 
reason of classicism. As a result of the 
conflict, there were either compromises 
or complete cessation of building. 

Jn this book, Wittkower analyzes the 
documents , the exchanges, the appeals to 
the authorities concerning the facade of 
the Milan Cathedral, the vaulting and 
facade of San Petronio in Bologna and 
the facade of the Duomo in Florence. His 
text is complemented by 159 illustrations 
which show plans, models and drawings 
of the structures. He concludes with an 
essay on the theory and practice of Bor
romini and Guarini because, he writes , 
their names "cannot be left out of a con
sideration of the Italian attitude toward 
Gothic architecture in the 17th century." 

T his is the last work of Wittkower, 
who died in 1971. Its publication is 
brought about due to the efforts of his 
scholarly wife, Margot Wittkower, who 
had collaborated with him in the extensive 
search of archives in Italy. 

What Can She Be? An Architect. Gloria 
and Esther Goldreich. Photographs by 
Robert Jpcar. New York: Lothrop, Lee & 
Shepard, 1974. 48 pp. $4.05 AJA mem
bers, $4.50 nonmembers . 

"This is Susan Brody. Susan is an arch
itect. She designs buildings, draws up plans 

for their construction and makes sure tha1 
the work is done well." Thus begins this 
book that will appeal to both young girls 
and boys who may be considering archi
tecture as a career. Ms. Brody's busy life 
is portrayed, and described in simple lan
guage, as she draws plans, selects mate
rials , consults with co-workers and clientE 
inspects projects on site and finally ends 
her day relaxing in her own backyard wit! 
family members. The photographs by 
Robert Ipcar complement the straightfor
ward and easily comprehended text. 

Construction Equipment Guide. David A 
Day. New York: Wiley, l 973. 563 pp. 
$24.95. 

The choices, cost and controls of equip 
ment are essential factors in satisfactory 
construction work. This practical guide 
covers self-powered equipment common! 
and widely used for construction work. 
A background in engineering is not neces 
sary for the reader, but Day suggests that 
an "ability to visualize physical concepts'" 
will be helpful. 

The first three chapters concern the 
choice of equipment and its costs and con 
trol. Also, guiding principles are laid dow 
for such things as construction operations 
and materials, power sources and forces 
governing motion of equipment. 

Other chapters discuss specific equip
ment such as compressors and pumps, 
power excavators and cranes, foundation 
and erection equipment, concreting equip 
ment. For each piece of equipment dis
cussed, Day gives design features, methoc 
of operation, capacity and costs. 

Public Housing in Europe and America. 
Edited by J. S. Fuerst. New York: Wiley. 
1974. 216 pp. $13.50. 

The provision of adequate housing for 
low- and moderate-income families is a 
universal problem. Individual contribu
tors, all of whom have experience in hous 
ing policy in their respective countries, 
survey here the public housing programs 
of Great Britain, France, Israel, West 
Germany, Denmark, Sweden, the Soviet 
Union, Hungary and the U.S. The pro
grams are placed in a social and historica 
context, and housing is related to trans
portation, education and employment. 

All the essays stress the fact that ade
quate housing is a primary consideration 
whether supplied through strong national 
government support, direct state assist
ance or cooperatives and labor organiza
tions. In a concluding essay, the editor 
stresses that there must be "large-scale 
governmental involvement in the plan
ning, promoting and financing of housing 
for a large segment of the population," 
whether a nation is socialist or not. Even 
where such programming is carried out b~ 
the private sector, city and national gov
ernments "must make meaningful plans 
for building for the whole population." 



Two indispensable working tools ror every architect ... 
An Important New Revision of the Most Useful 
Handbook an Architect or Designer Can Own 

~ TIME-SAVER 
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1 dards :"' · .... 
; ~ Stan_ "' ~ ARCHITECTURAL ' ~ 

- ~ lfD•·~ DESIGN DATA I§ fjilil ' :r Fifth Edition 

Ei-il John Hancock Callender 
i ,,.~. 1,040 pages, B*" x 11", 

over 1,300 illustrations 

Revised to meet the needs of today's time-conscious pro
fessionals, this new 5th Edition of Callender's famed 
classic brings the Handbook's coverage completely up to 
date, with many new subjects and extensive re-examination 
of many established subjects, providing more useful cur
rent design information than any other book. 

Some of the new subjects included for the first time are 
industrialized building systems, design data on earthquake 
loads, deep longspan steel joists, engineered masonry, and 
many others. 

A Practical, Easy-to-Use Data Sourcebook for Everyone 
Who Designs, Constructs, and Maintains Buildings 

Time-Saver Standards have proved their practical worth 
ever since they appeared as a highly popular feature in the 
1930s in American Architect. Perhaps even more popular 
since they have appeared in book form, they have helped 
tens of thousands of professionals get vital information
fast. This new 5th Edition is especially important since it 
keeps you up to date technologically and enables you to 
follow the latest industry trends and practices. 

If you want your job to be easier and to run more smoothly 
you owe it to yourself to keep this indispensable reference 
right at your fingertips. 

Now in One Volume-All the Essential Work
ing Data You Need to Plan and Design Any 
Major Building Type 

TIME-SAVER 
STANDARDS 
for 
BUILDING TYPES 

Joseph De Chiara and 
John Hancock Callender 

1,065 pages, B*" x 11", 
over 1,500 illustrations 

Evolved from and following the practical features of the 
past editions of the famed Time-Saver Standards, here is 
an altogether new master reference for your profession . It 
gives you instant access to the most needed design 
criteria for all major types of buildings including res iden
tial, educational, cultural, health, religious, government and 
public, commercial, transportation , industrial, recreational 
and entertainment, and more. 

This new Handbook is an all-knowing authority to help you 
establish specific design solutions to the widest range of 
problems. You will find yourself constantly referring to it. 
Whether it's a pipe connection for a mobile home or a 
store-front design for a shopping center ... whether it's 
the layout of equipment for a dental laboratory or a drain
age plan for a golf course . . . you are sure to find the latest, 
most reliable, and best recommended design criteria for 
the problem at hand within the pages of this long-awaited 
reference. It brings to your desk or office the most com
plete compilation of needed architectural design data for 
buildings ever to be set in print. 

Architects, city planners interested in allocating land for 
different uses and types of buildings, consulting engineers, 
inter ior designers, building committees, and all groups 
involved in development and financing will find the book 
an invaluable guide in meeting their needs-from pre
liminary concepts to detailed designs. 
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Student Exhibition: "Logical procedures" 
were followed by individuals responsible 
for the organization of the 197 4 AIA con
vention. When dealing with the design of 
any event, logic is often not enough, as 
the resulting situations that occurred con
cerning the student exhibition proved. 

Such a realization might be difficult for 
economists or bankers to perceive: Cate
gorical methodologies work mathematic
ally. But for the architect- whose goal is 
a product that is more than the sum total 
of its parts- flexibility of thought, the 
propagation of the exception and the ad
vantageous use of accidents must be 
tolerated if a qualitative statement is to be 
created. 

The AJA can cover its logic with sweet
scented adjectives, but that will never ex
pand the range. The student exhibition 
site at the convention was an embarrass
ment to the educational sector of the pro
fession. When will the AJA realize that it 
must guarantee quality and not subsidize 
shabbiness? The best organized proced
ures are not enough if the results amount 
to a meaningless visual and intellectual 
hodge-podge. 

The title of "student work" must never 
self-justify mediocrity. Given time, fund
ing and commitment, the AJA has no 

excuse for the omission of quality in any 
statement that it makes. 

Belinda C. Reeder 
Design Faculty 

Department of Architecture and Planning 
The Catholic University of America 

Washington, D .C. 

Ms. Reeder's letter has cut me to the 
quick! I apologize on behalf of the several 
hundred students who participated in 
creating the "meaningless visual and intel
lectual hodge-podge." Let me digress for 
a moment, however, on the value of pro
viding an educational experience for stu
dents and the general public as opposed 
to an experience for prolix visualists. 

The annual AJA convention is an ideal 
forum for students in which to exchange 
ideas and experiences. This year's theme, 
"A Humane Architecture," provided the 
impetus to go one step further. That step 
was to inform the general public that a 
humane architecture could, indeed, be 
created and experienced-then folded up 
and moved away- and that architecture 
can be fun and can be appreciated by 
young and old, rich and poor and even the 
unenlightened . Hundreds of photographs 
of the site, swamped with Washington's 
humanity, prove this point. 

The "hodge-podge" was created and 
executed by students-not the AJA-for 

I 

I the public who derived appreciation from 
1 the effort. J sincerely thank the AJA for 

THE UNIVERSITY OF SYDNEY 
(AUSTRALIA) 

CHAIR OF ARCHITECTURE 

Applications are invited for an additional Chair of Ar

chitecture. 

The occupant of the original Chair of Architecture and 

Head of the School of Undergraduate Studies in Archi

tecture is Professor R. N. Johnson . 

Details from the Registrar 

University of Sydney, N.S.W. 
2006, Australia 

giving us this opportunity to share our 
learning experience with others. 

Patrick B . Davis Jr., Presiden 
Association of Student Chapters/ AJ,

Washington, D.C 

* * * * * *: Dave Clarke gets six stars for hi: 
guide to Washington, D.C., restaurants in 
the April issue. We found the guide to be 
accurate, the food to be good, but the six 
stars are for the humor that he managed 
to sneak in the pages of the normally 
austere AJA JOURNAL. 

Should Clarke visit Texas, I will be 
glad to give him my personal list of choic( 
"enchilada emporiums" and to tell him a 
few jokes of my own. 

David R . Braden, FA/, 
Dallr. 

Bicentennial Idea: In 1976, the U.S . will 
celebrate a birthday. The 200th year is 
an important milestone in the American 
industrial revolution. Has the country 
reached maturity? Now our society is fac
ing serious problems growing out of our 
very successes, and maturity is evidenced 
by the wisdom to recognize and the will 
to face those problems : diminishing natu· 
ral resources, environmental deteriora
tion, major.threats to the economy and 
the potential permanent disruption of the 
industrial state. We are now engaged in a 
growing effort to use our resources more 

1 

wisely, to change our directions from 
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headlong waste to conservation and to 
preserve our socie ty for ourselves and for 
future generations . 

There arc many energy conservation 
projects in existence, and some 20 to 30 
solar energy projects for major buildings 
a rc in design and will be operating in 
1976. We have something positive to say 
to the world-to those countries just en
tering their own industrial revolutions. 
We have examples of many conservation 
projects for them to follow so that they 
can reap the good and avoid the fallout 
that we have experienced. 

Lcfs invite them to our birthday party 
in a major international effort and demon
st rate the evidences of their progress in 
the better utili zation of resources, too. 
Lcfs bring the millions of visitors to our 
installations. al l of them instrumented 
and presented to show what they really 
arc. Let's have a major exhibition in 
Washington , D.C. (at the Smithsonian?) 
to show our new directions. Each state, 
tou. can feature similar works. 

It would be appropriate for the energy 
committee of the American Consulting 
Engin eers Cou ncil to sponsor this cele
bration, to stimulate the appropriate gov
ernment agencies to grab the ball , finance 
the program and promote it. I'm sure that 
ou r fe llow professionals in the ATA will 
want to join in. 

T im e is short. Let's show that we can 
parlay our progressive energy conserva
tion programs on top of our great heri
tage into real progress. Comments invited 
- act ion required. 

Fred S. Dubin, President 
D11bi11-Mi11dell-B/00111e Associates, P.C. 

42 W. 39th St. 
New York, N.Y . 10018 

Aug. 30: Entries due, The Highway and 
Tts Environment awards program. Con
tact: Federal Highway Administration, 
Office of Environmental Quality, Scenic 
Enhancement Division, Washington, D.C. 
20590. 
Sept. 8-10: Internat ional Conference on 
Urban Transportation, Pittsburgh . 
Contact : P.O. Box 2149, Pittsburgh , 
Pa. 15230. 
Sept. 10: Abstracts due, Call for papers 
for international conference of the De
sign Methods Group to be held in summer 
of 1975 on theme of "The Application of 
Systematic Methods to Designing." Con
tact: Donald P. Grant, P .O . Box 5, San 
Luis Obispo, Calif . 93406. 
Sept. 10-11: Timber Structures Institute, 
University of Wisconsin , Madison, Wis. 
Sept. 11-14: National Inventions and New 
Products Conference and Exhibition, 
Cleveland Engineering and Scientific 
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Center, Cleveland, Ohio. Contact: Cleve
land Engineering Society, 3100 Chester 
Ave. , Cleveland, Ohio 44114. 
Sept. 12-13: Health Care Facility Plan
ning Seminar, University of Wisconsin, 
Madison, Wis. 
Sept. 13: Information Systems for Envi
ronmental Planning Program, University 
of California, Davis, Calif. 
Sept. 16: Postmark deadline, entries for 
AJA 197 4/75 honor awards program. 
Contact: Maria Murray, AJA Headquar
ters, 1735 New York Ave. N.W., Wash
ington, D.C. 20006. 
Sept. 17-18: Air Pollution Control Asso
ciation, Southern Section, Meeting, Parlia
ment House, Birmingham, Ala. Contact: 
Don Meffert, Rust Engineering Co., P.O. 
Box 101 , Birmingham, Ala. 35202. 
Sept. 19-20: Institute on Designing Archi
tectu ral Interiors to Support Task Per
formance, University of Wisconsin, Madi
son, Wis. 
Sept. 19-22: New Jersey Society of Archi
tects Convention, Playboy Club, Great 
Gorge, McAfee, N.J . 
Sept. 22-25: Apartment and Condomin
ium Conference, San Francisco. Contact: 
National Association of Home Builders, 
15th and M Sts. N.W., Washington, D.C. 
20005. 
Sept. 23-25: Architects and Consulting 
Engineers Lighting Conference, Nela 
Park, Cleveland . Contact: Manager, Light
ing Institute, General Electric Co., Nela 
Park, Cleveland, Ohio 44112 . 
Sept. 26-27: Virginia Chapter/ AJA Fall 
Meeting, Mariner Motor Inn, Virginia 
Beach, Va. 
Sept. 27: Construction Management Con
ference, School of Architecture, Wash
ington University, St. Louis. 
Sept. 30: Applications due, 1974-75 fel
lowships, Creative Artists Public Service 
Program. Contact: Ms. Karen Brand, 
CAPS Program, Room 2303, 250 W. 
57th St., New York, N.Y. 10019. 
Sept. 30-0ct. 3: Council of Educational 
Facility Planners International Confer
ence, Atlanta. Contact: CEFP, 29 W. 
Woodruff Ave., Columbus, Ohio 43210. 
Oct. 1-3: Industrial Designers Society of 
America Annual Meeting, Copley Plaza 
Hotel, Boston. Contact: IDSA, 1750 Old 
Meadow Road, McLean, Va. 22101. 
Oct. 4: Entries due, Annual Swimming 
Pool Awards competition. Contact: Na
tional Swimming Pool Institute, 2000 K 
St. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006. 
Oct. 7-9: Architects in Industry Seminar, 
LaCoquille Executive Seminar Center, 
PalmBeach,Fla. Contact: Maurice Payne, 
AIA, AJA Headquarters, 1735 New York 
Ave. N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006. 
Oct. 8-10: Michigan Society of Architects 
Annual Convention, Kalamazoo, Mich. 
Oct. 8-Nov. 3: Architecture and Gardens 
Tour of Japan. Contact: Kenneth M. 
Nishimoto, AJA, 14 7 S. Los Robles Ave., 
Pasadena, Calif. 91101. 0 

Deaths 
Sheldon Lee Anonsen, Minneapolis 
L. Robert Blakeslee, Detroit 
Samuel Cooper, F AIA, Atlanta 
Ralph D. Corwin, North St. Paul, Minn. 
Maarten Dirk Den Hartgog, 
Hanover, N.H. 
Willem Marinos Dudok, Hon. FATA, 
Hilversum, The Netherlands 
Albert Howell, Atlanta 
Paul James Huston, Palo Alto, Calif. 
Alexander J. Majeski, Manchester, N.H. 
William H. March, Mobile, Ala. 
Carl H. Martin, Dayton, Ohio 
Ralph H. McPherson, Greenville, S.C. 
John F. Osborne, Wyckoff, N.J. 
Odis Poundstone, Atlanta 
Diedrich F. Rixmann, St. Louis 

Tallie B. Maule, AIA: Winner of aware 
for design excellence, Maule was the chie 
architect of the Bay Area Rapid Transit 
system, who commissioned many design
ers, landscape architects and artists to 
provide BART stations with varied and 
distinctive art and adornment. In 1970, ]
resigned as chief architect for Parsons 
Brinkerhoff-Tudor-Bechtel, BART's en
gineering consultants, to join the San Fra1 
cisco firm of Hertzka & Knowles in the 
design of the $35 million Embarcadero st 
tion, scheduled for completion next year. 

Maule, who died on June 17 at the age 
of 57, worked first for Skidmore, Owings 
& Merrill as a designer and planner at Oa 
Ridge, Tenn. He was the architect of 
projects in Chicago and Michigan, befon 
spending more than three years in 1apan 
for SOM. In 1955, he returned to San 
Francisco, where he headed his own grot 
of architects. He designed the Palo Alto 
Office Center, a complex of nine build
ings, as well as other office structures, 
schools and apartments. He was educate 
at Princeton University and studied 
in Italy. 

Alan Dunn: Recipient of AIA's 1973 
Architecture Critics' Citation, Dunn was 
praised by the Institute as a "most per
ceptive and penetrating analyst of archi
tecture." He effectively satirized the ar
chitectural profession in his thousands o1 
cartoons published in The New Yorker, 
Architectural Record and other maga
zines. He was a witty, and often sad, crit 
of city life and the way in which we con
tinue to destroy our architectural heritag 
Dunn, who died in May, was eulogized b 
The New Yorker, his obituary saying th e: 
his "talent flowered with age .... To die 
quickly in one's eighth decade at the ver' 
top of one's powers is an enviable end, · 
and not an occasion for mourning." 

Dunn once advised that we just curl u 
in a chair, "bemused and confused," and 
enjoy coping with a changing environmer 
"If you love it, it will love you back." 



~ewslines 

lario J. Ciampi, FAIA, who heads his 
Nn firm in San Francisco, was invited by 
e San Francisco Art Commission as an 
'lard of honor to prepare a one-man 
1ow to highlight the 28th annual arts 
stival. The show will run at the Capri
>rn Asunder Gallery from Sept. 17-0ct. 
3 and then move on to other locations. 

he new overhaul and maintenance 
mgar at the Miami International Airport 
ts won the American Consulting Engi
:ers Council's Grand Conceptor award . 
~e $26-million facility is the design of 
e Miami architectural / engineering firm 
Greenleaf/ Telesca, Kellermann & 

ragnett. 

he International Federation of Pre
ressed Concrete has appointed Ben C. 
~ rwick Jr., professor of civi l engineering 
the University of California in Berke-
y, as its president to serve a four-year 
rm. He is the first American to head the 
'.-year-old world group of experts in the 
estressed concrete field. 

iual consideration for the handicapped 
promotion, special training or transfers 
demanded of any firm with a contract of 
::ire than $2,500 with the federal gov
nment. Labor Department rules, which 

tuestions 
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address. Include address label from 
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rmation in space provided below. 
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Please check here if you wish subscription 
rate information. 

went into effect June 11, state that non
compliance may result in court action, 
withholding of payments or termination 
of contracts . On January l, 1976, past 
performance on hiring handicapped per
sons will be reviewed to determine eligi
bility for any future federal contracts. 

The university will be used to help attack 
city problems in a one-year experiment 
initiated by the Department of Housing 
and Urban Development. HUD will grant 
up to $ 10,000 to a university in the name 
of doctoral candidates to support disser
tations on housing and urban problems. 
Closing dates for proposals are Nov. 1 
and Mar. 1. Guidelines for the submis
sion of proposals may be obtained from 
Dr. Earl W. Lindviet, Room 4270, HUD, 
Washington, D.C. 20410. 

Two architects-Alfred Easton Poor, 
FATA, of New York City and Paul Thiry, 
FATA, of Seattle-were each awarded 
the Herbert Adams Memorial Medal by 
the National Sculpture Society for services 
to American sculpture. 

Don P. Schlegel, AIA, chairman of the 
department of architecture , University of 
New Mexico, has been installed as the 
new president of the Association of Col
legiate Schools of Architecture. Vice 
president and president-elect is Bertram 
Berenson, AJA, dean of the college of art 

and architecture, University of Illinois, 
Chicago Circle. 

A 3 percent drop in the value of 1974 
construction contracts is predicted by 
George A. Christie, chief economist of 
the F. W. Dodge Division, McGraw-Hill 
Information Systems. The decline, says 
Christie, is due largely to the govern
ment's "austere monetary and fiscal policy 
designed to curb inflation ." 

To control and redirect growth forces in 
order to restore and sustain the human 
environment, the Center for Growth Al
ternatives has been established. The new 
center will collect and disseminate infor
mation on practices that influence popula
tion and consumption growth, convene 
varied expertise and viewpoints to define 
positive growth alternatives and encour
age a national dialogue on growth. For 
more information write CGA, 1785 Mas
sachusetts Ave . N.W., Washington, D.C. 
20036. 

Women comprise only 2 percent of all en
gineers, and one of them-Helen L. 
Plants, professor of mechanical engineer
ing and mechanics at West Virginia Uni
versity-has been elected as a director of 
the American Society of Engineering Edu
cation. This is the first time in its 82-year 
history that the society has elected a 
woman director. D 
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Haws polymarble fountains 
meet very demanding requirements 
at a cost comparable to ord inary 
fountains . They are durable, attractive, 
highly resistant to impact and abrasion, and 
available in six colors at no extra cost. The 
color runs throughout the material, so it won 't 
chalk or fade. Flush-mounted, patented, push-
button va lves and new heavy-duty bubblers 
provide excell ent vandal resistance. 
• Tod ay, many polymarble models are excelling in 
practical application. For more information and product 
test results, contact Haws Drinking Faucet Co ., 
1441 Fourth Street, Berkeley, CA 94 710. 

Haws offers the world's best drink 
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Because an important contract is 
a measure of the man. In business, 
in carpet. And this carpet is an 
important contract. 
Executive Yen is faced with 100% 
Vectra® olefin, tufted tight and busi
nesslike into a fade resistant surface 
virtually static free. And with a No
Stain Guarantee. It's a combination 
of fiber and construction designed to 

Chevron 

=:=vectra. 

save face under the heavy traffic 
expected in an executive's office. 
Yet it has a unique high-low texture 
that creates subtle effects of light 
and shadow. Enhancing an expanse 
of floor and enriching linear decor. 
Executive Yen is available in 11 
tasteful colors. For the executive with 
a yen to make an impression without 
having to express it. 

Executive Yen is one of five Capital 
Assets carpets. All rugged, but each 
styled differently for areas where 
appearances are important. These 
carpets complete the Wellco line of 
commercial carpets for every com
mercial installat ion , available in most 
commercial fibers , constructions and 
prices. Write or call for catalogs. 

WELLCO CARPET CORP ORATION 0 P. 0 . BOX 281 0 CALHOUN , GEORG IA 30701 0 TELEPH ONE : 404/629-9276 0 A WHOLLY OWNED SUBS IDIARY OF MA NNI NGTON MILLS, INC. SALEM , N. J. 
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